




Dear Members,

Global electricity demand in 2018 increased by 4%, or 900 TWh, growing nearly twice as fast as the overall demand for 
energy. This was also the fastest increase since 2010, when the global economy recovered from the financial crisis. Together, 
renewables and nuclear power met a majority of the increase in power demand.

China and the United States, the world's two largest power markets, accounted for 70% of global demand growth. In China, 
electricity demand increased by 8.5%, a notable uptick compared with recent years.

In 2011, expenditures on energy totalled over 6 trillion USD, or about 10% of the world gross domestic product (GDP). 
Europe spends close to one-quarter of the world's energy expenditures, North America close to 20%, and Japan 6%.

Still, generation from coal- and gas-fired power plants also rose considerably to meet higher electricity demand, driving up 
CO2 emissions from the sector by 2.5%. Emissions from power generation reached about 13 Gt, or 38% of total energy-
related CO2 emissions last year.

Energy efficiency across the global economy continued to improve in 2018, with global primary energy intensity falling by 
1.3%. But this was lower than improvement rates seen in recent years. Although efficiency was still the biggest source of 
carbon dioxide emissions abatement in the energy sector, 2018 marked the third consecutive year in which the improvement 
rate for energy efficiency slowed.

Energy conservation reduces the need for energy services and can result in increased environmental quality, national security, 
personal financial security and higher savings. It is at the top of the sustainable energy hierarchy. It also lowers energy costs 
by preventing future resource depletion.

Central and State Governments are encouraging the farmers to install Solar Powered Pumpsets so that it will reduce the grid 
load gradually in future and also environmental friendly.   SIEMA jointly with Bureau of Indian Standards and other stake 
holders proudly participate in formulating Standard for Solar Powered Pumpsets.  SIEMA is taking part in the nationwide 
deliberations for formulating the standard.

‘Saving one unit of energy is better than generating three units’

Meet you in next issue

With regards

V. Krishnakumar
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GßÖ® Põ¢v

Põ¢vø¯ 
•ß÷Úõi¯õP 
GkzxUöPõsk 
ÁõÌ¢u uø»ÁºPÒ!

C¢v¯õÂß Âkuø»US Aî®øŒ ÁÈ 

÷£õµõmh[PÍõÀ ÂzvmhÁº ©Põz©õ 

Põ¢v¯iPÒ.

C¢v¯ Âkuø»UPõP öá# î¢z GßÖ 

Sµö»Ê¨¤¯ÁºPøÍ Aizx, Eøuzx, ]øÓ°À 

Aøhzx®, Á¢÷u ©õuµ® GßÖ •Ç[Q¯ÁºPøÍ 

x¨£õUQ H¢v¯ uÚx •µmkU Pµ[PÍõÀ AhUQ 

JkUQ¯ öÁÒøÍ¯ºPÒ, ©Põz©õ Põ¢v øP¯õsh 

ŒõzÃP ÷£õµõmhzvøÚU Psk ªµshÚº. 

Põµn®, ©Põz©õ Põ¢v¯iPÒ C¢v¯õÂß 

©ÚŒõm]¯õPz vPÌ¢uõº.

AÁ¸øh¯ JÆöÁõ¸ ÷Põ›UøP²® C¢v¯ 

©UPÎß Âkuø» EnºÄPÎÀ C¸¢x E°º 

öPõsk GÊ£øÁ Gß£uøÚ öÁÒøÍ¯ 

Bm]¯õÍºPÒ |ßS Enº¢v¸¢uÚº.

uÚx Ehø» Á¸zv ©Põz©õ Pøh¤izu 

EsnõÂµu¨ ÷£õº, öÁÒøÍ¯ºPÒ Âzvmk 

|®ªøh÷¯ ÷Á¹ßÔÂmh ©u öÁÖ¨¦nºa] 

Põµn©õP GÊ¢u ÁS¨¦ ÷©õuÀPøÍö¯À»õ® 

•iÄUSU öPõsk Á¢ux.

£õµu |õk C¢v¯õ & £õQìuõß GßÖ C¸÷ÁÖ 

|õkPÍõP TÖ÷£õh¨£mh ÷£õx E¸ÁõÚ ©uU 

P»Áµzøu µõqÁzuõ÷»õ, PõÁÀ xøÓ°Úµõ÷»õ 

AhUP •i¯ÂÀø». BÚõÀ ©Põz©õÂß 

Esnõ ÷|õß¦ Áõ°»õP Âkzu Aø©v öŒ#v 

µzu öÁÔ°À vøÍzu ©UPÎß EnºÄPøÍ 

\©õuõÚzøu ÷|õUQz umi GÊ¨¤¯x.

QÇU÷P |ÁPõÎ°À |h¢u ©u¨ 

£köPõø»PøÍ²®, ÷©Ø÷P £gŒõ¨ £Sv°À 

|h¢u ©u öÁÔ¯õmhzøu²® •iÄUSU 

öPõskÁ¢ux.

uÚx ŒõzÃP¨ ÷£õµõmhzøu Âkuø»UPõÚ 

B²u©õP ©mk÷© Põ¢v £¯ß£kzv {ÖzvU 

öPõÒÍÂÀø».

¤›ÂøÚUS¨ ¤ÓS £õQìuõÝUS ÁÇ[P 

÷Ási¯ 55 ÷Põi ¹£õø¯ ¤µu©º áÁíº»õÀ 

÷|¸ uø»ø©°»õÚ Aø©a\µøÁ öPõkUP ©Özu 

÷£õx, «sk® EsnõÂµu¨ ÷£õµõmhzvÀ 

CÓ[Q AÁºPøÍ J¨¦UöPõÒÍa öŒ#uõº.

¤›ÂøÚø¯ ©Põz©õ Põ¢v 

J¨¦UöPõÒÍÂÀø». BÚõÀ ¤›ÂøÚø¯ 

HØÖU öPõshÁºPøÍ AuØS›¯ {¯õ¯©õÚ 

|øh•øÓPøÍ uÚx ŒõzÃP ÷£õµõmhzvß ‰»® 

HØÖUöPõÒÍa öŒ#uõº ©Põz©õ.

BÚõÀ Põ¢v°ß JÆöÁõ¸ |hÁiUøP²® 

C¢xUPÐUS®, C¢v¯õÂØS® GvµõÚuõPÄ®, 

•ì½®PÐUS BuµÁõÚuõPÄ® C¸¨£uõP P¸zx 

{»Â¯x.

uÚx ©µnzvß Áõ°»õP uõß ÁõÌ¢x 

Psi¸UP÷Ási¯ \©õuõÚzøuz uÚx ŒõzÃP 

öPõÒøPPÐUS öŒÂ©kUPõu ©UPÎøh÷¯ & uÚx 

CßÝ°øµ D¢x HØ£kzvÚõº Põ¢v ©Põz©õ!

The greatest danger for most of us is not that our aim is too high and we miss it, but that it is too low and we reach it.
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Life's like a movie; write your own ending, keep believing, keep pretending.

Á. 

Gs 
Bsk {PÌÄPÒ

1. 1806 ÷Á¿ºU P»P®

2. 1857 ]¨£õ#U P»P®

3. 1906
A¢{¯z xo G›¨¦ (AÀ»x) 

_÷u] C¯UP®

4. 1919
öµÍ»m \mh Gvº¨¦  

áõ¼¯ß Áõ»õ£õU £köPõø» 

5. 1920 JzxøÇ¯õø© C¯UP®

6. 1929 \mh ©Ö¨¦ C¯UP®

7. 1930 E¨¦ \zv¯õUQµP®

8. 1932 PÒÐUPøh ©Ô¯À

9. 1940 uÛ|£º \zv¯õUQµP®

10. 1942 öÁÒøÍ¯÷Ú öÁÎ÷¯Ö

1. ÷Á¿ºU P»P®

B[Q÷»¯ Bm]US GvµõPz ÷uõßÔ¯ •uÀ 

÷£õµõmh©õP ÷Á¿ºU P»P® _mh¨ö£ÖQÓx. 

Cx 1806&CÀ {PÌ¢ux. B[Q÷»¯ºPÒ 

CµõqÁzvÀ ¦Szv¯ ]» Pmk¨£õkPÒ 

÷Á¿º P»PzvØS ÁÈÁSzux. CUP»P® 

£ØÔ “CµõqÁzvÀ £o¦›²® C¢x ÃµºPÒ 

u[PÒ ö|ØÔ°À \©¯U SÔPøÍ ChUThõx; 

•ì½® ÃµºPÒ u[PÒ uõi, «øŒPøÍ öÁmia 

_zu©õP øÁzxUöPõÒÍ ÷Ásk®, ]¨£õ#PÒ 

u[PÒ Põuoø¯U PÇØÔ Âh÷Ásk® GßÖ 

Bøn ¤Ó¨¤UP¨ö£ØÓx. AvPõ›PÒ vozu 

C¢u ©õÖuÀPÒ ]¨£õ#PøÍU P»P® öŒ#¯z 

ysi¯x” Gß£º, ©.ö£õ.]ÁbõÚ®. v¨¦Âß 

C»UQ¯¨ £øh¨¦PÒ JÆöÁõßÖ® 

AøÁ ÷uõßÔ¯ Põ»zøu¨ ¤µv£¼¨£Ú. 

AÆÁøP°À C¸£uõ® ¡ØÓõsiÀ ÷uõßÔ¯ 

¦vÚ[PÐ® u® Põ»a`Çø»¨ ö£›x® 

öÁÎ¨£kzv²ÒÍÚ GÚU P¸u Ch•sk. 

HöÚÛÀ ¦vÚ[PÒ \•uõ¯zøuU P¸¨ö£õ¸ÍõPU 

öPõsk £øhUP¨£kÁuõÀ AÁØÔÀ 

TÓ¨£k® P¸zxUPÒ \•uõ¯z÷uõk ö|¸[Q¯z 

öuõhº¦ Eøh¯ÚÁõ#z vPÌQßÓÚ. CuøÚ 

“uªÌ¨ ¦vÚ[PÒ J¸ Põ» PmhzvÀ ÷u]¯ 

EnºøÁ²®, Âkuø»¨÷£õµõmh ÷ÁmøPø¯²® 

öÁÎ¨£kzvÚ. A¢{¯›hª¸¢x Âkuø» 

ö£Ó÷Ásk® GßÓ GsnzvØSU Põ¢v°ß 

Á¸øP ¦vÚzvØS HØÓ PÍÚõP ÂÍ[Q¯x. 

£» ¦vÚ[PÒ ÷u]¯z öuõshºPÐUS Aß¦U 

PõoUøP B°Ú.”

Âkuø»¨ ÷£õµõmh {PÌÄPÒ

Âkuø»¨ ÷£õµõmh Põ»zvÀ ©UPÎøh÷¯ |õ® 

AøÚÁ¸® £õµu ÷u\zøua Œõº¢uÁºPÒ GßÓ 

Enºa] E¸ÁõQ ÁÍºa] ö£ØÓx. Ax wÂµÁõu®, 

ªuÁõu® GßÓ C¸ QøÍPÍõPU QÍº¢öuÊ¢ux. 

ªuÁõu C¯UPzvß uø»Áº AsnÀ Põ¢v¯iPÒ 

BÁõº. wÂµÁõu C¯UPzvÚº ÷|uõâ _£õì 

\¢vµ ÷£õøéz u[PÍx uø»ÁµõPU öPõshÚº. 

CÆÂ¸Áº u©x uø»ø©°À |øhö£ØÓ 

Âkuø»¨ ÷£õµõmh {PÌÄPøÍ AßøÓ¯ 

¦vÚ[PÒ u©x PøuU P¸ÁõUQU öPõshÚ. 

1806&B® Bsk •uÀ Âkuø»¨ ÷£õµõmh® 

£» {ø»PÎÀ E¸öÁkzux. AøÁ ¤ßÁ¸® 

{ø»PÎÀ Aø©¢uÚ.

Âkuø»¨ ÷£õµõmh {PÌÄPÒ
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¤ÒøÍPÒ CÆÃµºPøÍ B[Q÷»¯ºPÐUS 

GvµõPU QÍºa]°À Dk£hz ysiÚº.

1806&B® Bsk `ø» ©õu® Jß£uõ® 

|õÒ ÷Á¿ºU ÷Põmøh°À v¨¦Âß ©Pß 

v¸©n® |øh¨ö£ØÓx. Czv¸©nzvÀ P»¢x 

öPõÒÁuØPõP ÃµºPÒ ÷Á¿ºU ÷Põmøh°À 

TiÚº. |ÒÎµÂÀ A[S Ti°¸¢u ÃµºPÒ 

QÍºa]°À Dk£mk B[Q÷»¯ºPøÍz uõUQ, 

`ø» £zuõ® |õÒ ÷Põmøhø¯U øP¨£ØÔÚº. 

v¨¦Âß öPõi ÷Á¿ºU ÷Põmøh°À 

HØÓ¨£mhx. v¨¦Âß CµõshõÁx ©Pß 

£÷uUøíuº Aµ\µõP AÔÂUP¨£mhõº. 

C¸¨¤Ý® CUQÍºa] B[Q÷»¯ºPÍõÀ 

AhUP¨£mhx, CuøÚ, ¦µm] JkUP¨£mhx 

GÛÝ® 1857&CÀ öuõh[Q¯ ]¨£õ#U 

P»PzvØS Cx JzvøP¯õP Aø©¢ux. 

C¢u ÷Á¿ºa ]¨£õ# ¦µm]°À C¢xUPÒ 

Cµzu•® •ì½®PÒ Cµzu•® JßÓõ# 

P»¢x BÓõ# Ki¯x. C¢u GÊa] ¤›miè 

|õhõÐ©ßÓzøu ‰ßÖ©õu® S¾UQ¯x Gß£õº 

_.ö£õ.APzv¯¼[P®. C¢{PÌÄ ‘©oUöPõi’ 
GßÝ® ¦vÚzvÀ _mh¨£mkÒÍx.

2. ‘]¨£õ#U P»P®’

Cx 1857&CÀ {PÌ¢ux. CUP»P® 

÷uõßÖÁuØSa \mh[PÎÀ öŒ#¯¨ ö£ØÓ 

^ºv¸zu[PÒ, QÔzuÁ ©u¨¤µaŒõµ®, ©u©õØÓ® 

•u¼¯øÁ Põµn[PÍõP Aø©¢uÚ.

]¨£õ#UP»P® ÷uõßÔ¯uØS›¯ Põµn[PÍõP:

1. B[Q» Bm]¯õÚx C¢v¯õÂß Áõo£® 

©ØÖ® öuõÈÀÁÍºa]ø¯ AÈzux

2. {»a_ÁõßuõºPÎß öŒõzxUPøÍ 

A£P›zux, ©ØÖ® Aµ\ºPÎß £uÂø¯²® 

¦PøÇ²® SøÓzux.

3. E¯º £uÂPøÍ C¢v¯ºPÐUS AÎUP 

©Özux

4. £õµ®£›¯©õP EÒÍ C¢v¯ºPÎß 

£ÇUPÁÇUPzøu ©õØÔ Aø©UP {øÚzux

5. ©u©õØÓzvß ‰»® QÔzuÁ©uzøu¨ 

£µ¨¤¯x

6. C¢xUPøÍ²®, •ì½®PøÍ²® £» 

Âuzv¾® xß¦Özv¯uõÀ AÁºPÒ 

B[Q÷»¯ºPøÍ Gvºzx¨ ¦µm] öŒ#uÚº

7. C¢v¯ ]¨£õ#PÐUS SøÓÁõÚ \®£Í®, 

uµ©ØÓ EnÄ, ©ØÖ® C¸¨¤h•® 

AÎzuxhß PiÚ©õÚ ÷Áø»²® 

öPõkUP¨£mhx Gß£ÚÁØøÓU SÔ¨¤kÁº 

G.¤.^ÛÁõ\‰ºzv. CuÚõÀ |õk •ÊÁx® 

¦µm] ÷uõßÔ¯x. Cuß ÂøÍÁõP 

ÁoPµõm] K#¢x C[Q»õ¢x ©Põµõo°ß 

÷|µi¯õm] HØ£mhx. £õµuzvÀ ]¨£õ#PÒ 

öŒ#u ¦µm] ‘Aøn¯õa_hº,’ ‘Cµzu® 

J÷µ {Ó®,’ ‘Á¢÷u©õuµ®’ BQ¯ ‰ßÖ 

¦vÚ[PÎÀ Ch® ö£ØÖÒÍÚ.

‘Cµzu® J÷µ {Ó®’ Põmk® ]¨£õ#U P»P®

÷á®ì Gß£Á¸US PõÛ[ ¤µ¦ Gß£Áº GÊv¯ 

PiuzvÀ “H÷uõ J¸ ¦ÊUP®, H÷uõ J¸ ©ÚU 

SøÓ ÁhU÷P G[Q¾® £µÂU öPõsi¸UQÓx. 

P[øP |v°ß PøhÁõ°¼À C¸¢x C©õ»¯zx 

©i, £gŒõ¨ ¤µ÷u\® Áøµ Qµõsiµ[ Œõø»°ß 

Qµõ©[PÎÀ GÀ»õ® CµÂÀ •µ\[PÒ 

J¼UQßÓÚ GßÓ Áu¢v £µÂUöPõsi¸UQÓx.

C¢v¯ CµõqÁzvß Œõv¨¤›øÁ |õ® 

JÈzxUPmh •¯Ø] öŒ#xöPõsi¸UQ÷Óõ©õ®, 

GßL¥Àk øµ¤ÀPÎÀ £ßÔU öPõÊ¨ø£ 

P»¢v¸UQ÷Óõ©õ® GÚ C¸uµ¨¤Ú¸® 

÷Põ¤zv¸¨£uõPz öu›QÓx” GßÖ 

]¨£õ#UP»P® _mh¨£kÒÍx. ÷©¾® 

Pøuzuø»Áß •zxUS©µß ©UQß]ø¯¨ 

£ÈÁõ[P ÁhU÷P öŒÀ¾® ÷£õx Psh «µm, 

Põß§º ÷£õßÓ Ch[PÎÀ £õµua ]¨£õ#PÒ 

B[Q»¨ £øhÃµºPøÍz uõUQU öPõßÖ 

¤n[PøÍ QnØÔÀ ÷£õmhÚº GßÓ Põm]°ß 

‰»•® ]¨£õ#U P»Pzøu¨ £ØÔ²øµ¨£õº.

‘Á¢÷u©õuµ®’ Põmk® ]¨£õ#U P»P®

C¨¦vÚzvÀ “C¢v¯õøÁ Bsk öPõsi¸US® 

B[÷»¯ºPøÍ Âµmh 1857&B® Á¸hzvÀ Áh 

C¢v¯õÂÀ ö£›¯ QÍºa] |h¢ux GßÖ ]¨£õ#U 

P»P {PÌÄ _mh¨£mkÒÍx. A¨ö£õÊx 

]¨£õ#PÒ ©mk@© QÍºa] öŒ#¯ÂÀø». 

ÁhU÷P EÒÍ ©ßÚºPÐ®, ©UPÐ® 

QÍºa] öŒ#uÚº. GÛÝ® C¢{PÌÄ öÁØÔ 

ö£ÓõuuØSU Põµn® ©UPÎh® JØÖø©°Àø», 

÷£õv¯ B²u[PÒ CÀø». GÛÝ® 1857&CÀ 

|øhö£ØÓ C¢u ]¨£õ# P»P® C¢v¯õÂß 

There is no security in this life. There is only opportunity.



How to Make Your Home More Energy Efficient
1. Change your light bulbs to LEDs.
2. If possible, wash your clothes in cold water.
3. Sealing cracks, gaps, leaks, and adding insulation can save up to 10% on home heating and cooling costs.
4. Clean or replace all filters in your home regularly. Dirty filters make your system work harder and run longer than necessary.
5. Use your microwave instead of your stove when cooking.
6. To ensure your appliances are running efficiently, defrost your refrigerator and freezer before ice buildup becomes 1/4-inch thick.
7. During warmer months, close blinds, shades and drapes on the sunny side of your home to help keep your home's temperature cooler and reduce the work 

for you AC. Open shades during cooler months to let the sun warm your home.
8.	 Don't	peek	in	the	oven	while	baking!	Every	time	you	peek,	the	temperature	drops	25°	F,	making	your	oven	use	more	energy	to	bring	the	temperature	back	

up.
9. Use natural light when possible.
10. Control your fixtures with a photocell or a timer to assure dusk-to-dawn only operation of your outdoor lights.
11. Don't leave your computer on all day long. Only turn on your computer, monitor, printer and fax machine when you need them.
12. Set your thermostat as high as comfortably possible in the summer and as low as possible in the winter. The smaller the difference between the indoor and 

outdoor temperatures, the lower your overall heating and cooling bill will be.
13.	 Using	your	ceiling	fan	will	allow	you	to	raise	the	thermostat	setting	about	4°F	with	no	reduction	in	comfort.
14. Refrigerators and freezers actually operate most efficiently when full, so keep your refrigerator and freezer as full as possible. Be careful about overfilling 

them as this will reduce airflow and cause the appliance to work harder.
15. Using dishwashers and clothes washers/dryers at night will keep the house cooler, reduce strain on the power grid during the peak usage hours of 4 PM 

and 6 PM and reduce the chance of an emergency!
16. Turn off heated dry on your dishwasher and air dry instead.
17. Set your refrigerator temperature to the manufacturer's recommendation to avoid excessive cooling and wasting energy.
18. Don't leave bathroom or kitchen ventilation fans running longer than necessary. They replace inside air with outside.
19. If your home has single-pane windows, consider replacing them with more energy efficient windows, or adding solar shades or tinting film.
20. Adjust the thermostat only to the desired temperature. Your home won't heat or cool faster by cranking it up.
21. Install a programmable thermostat that will automatically adjust the temperature according to your schedule.
22. Turn off the lights when they're not in use. Lighting accounts for about 12% of a typical residential utility bill.
23. Don't leave your mobile phone plugged in overnight. It only takes a couple of hours to charge.
24. Turn off the oven a few minutes before cooking time runs out. Your food will continue to cook without using the extra electricity.
25. Avoid placing appliances that give off heat, such as lamps or TVs, near a thermostat.
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•uÀ Âkuø»¨ ÷£õµõmh® GÚ»õ®” GßÝ® 

£Sv ]¨£õ#UP»P® £ØÔ²øµUS®.

3. A¢{¯zxo G›¨¦¨ ÷£õµõmh® AÀ»x 

_÷u] C¯UP®

C¨÷£õµõmh® {PÌ¢u Põ»zvÀ B[Q» 

Aµ\¨¤µv{v¯õP ÂÍ[Q¯Áº Pº\ß ¤µ¦ BÁõº. 

CÁº ÷©ØöPõsh Á[PõÍ¨ ¤›ÂøÚ¯õÀ, 

ö£õ¸Íõuõµ¨ ¦ÓUPo¨¦ GßÝ® _÷u] 

C¯UP® ÷uõßÔ¯x. ‘_÷u]’ Gß£uß ö£õ¸Ò 

öŒõ¢u |õk Gß£uõS®. AÆÂ¯UP® öŒõ¢u 

|õmiß öuõÈÀPøÍ ÷©®£kzxÁøu 

÷|õUP©õPU öPõsi¸¢ux. AuÚõÀ A¢{¯z 

xoPøÍ G›¨£x; EÒ|õmiÀ xoPÒ 

EØ£zvø¯¨ ö£¸USÁx Gß£x _÷u] 

C¯UPzvß SÔU÷PõÍõP ÂÍ[Q¯x. Ca_÷u] 

C¯UPzvÀ ©UPÒ wÂµ©õP Dk£mhøuz 

‘v¯õPzuÊ®¦,’ ‘C¸ÂÈPÒ’ ÷£õßÓ ¦vÚ[PÒ 

öÁÎ¨£kzv²ÒÍÚ.

Puº C¯UP®

“|©x |õmiÀ ÂøÍ¢u £g]øÚU öPõsk 

¡ØÓ ¡»õÀ øPzuÔ°À ö|#u Bøh÷¯ Puº 

GÚ¨£k®” Gß£º £øÚ¯¨£öŒmi¯õº. A¢{¯¨ 
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Destiny is not a matter of chance, it is a matter of choice. It is not a thing to be waited for, it is a thing to be achieved.
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Energy Efficiency technique leads to low power 
consumption, low cost production and minimizing 

global warming effects. In India, Bureau of Energy 
Efficiency is functioning with a mission to develop 
policy strategies with a thrust on self-regulation and 
market principles based on the Energy Conservation 
Act, 2001.  The primary objective is to reducing 
energy intensity of the Indian economy with effective 
participation of all stake holders in all sectors of the 
economy. 

Energy consumption in India is characterized by 
low per capita level with a large disparity between 
urban and rural areas in 2015-16, our per capita 
energy and electricity consumption at 670 kgoe and 
at 1075 kWh/year, respectively, is just one-third of 
the world average. The Energy Intensity (at 2004-05 
prices) decreased from 0.465 Mega Joules per rupee 
in 2006-07 to 0.284 Mega Joules per rupee in 2014-15.  
(Source: National Electricity Plan) Energy intensity 
has decreased over the last decade.  This decline may 
be attributed to faster growth of GDP than energy 
demand, the services sector having a growing share 
of the economy, and the success of energy efficiency 

programmes etc. The sectoral energy consumption 
in India as per CEA Annual Report 2016 has been 
highlighted as Industries – 35.8%, Domestic – 
26.4, Agriculture- 19.2%, Commercial- 10.6% and 
Others-8.1%.

The National Action Plan on Climate Change 
(NAPCC) was released in June 2008 by the 
Government of India outlining eight National 
Missions for achieving key goals in context of climate 
change.  National Mission for Enhanced Energy 
Efficiency (NMEEE) is one of the eight National 
Missions under the NAPCC.  Strengthening of energy 
efficiency market through implemtation of state-of-
the-art initiates is the basic aim of NMEEE mission  
The thrust of the NMEEE for promoting energy 
efficiency is on self regulation and market principles 
by putting in place the following four initiatives:

1. Perform, Achieve and Trade (PAT) Scheme 
– aimed at reduction of Specific Energy 
Consumption (SEC) in enrgy intensive sectors. 
The implementation of  PAT in its first cycle 
(2012-15) in large industries has led to energy 
saving of 8.67 MTOE by year 2014-15, which is 

Energy Efficiency
Dr. K. Kanthavel, ME, Ph.D.,

Assistant Professor, Dept of Mechanical Engg, Coordinator - ED Cell 
Anna University Regional Campus Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu, India

I want to sing like the birds sing, not worrying about who hears or what they think.
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about 1.25% of total primary energy supply to 
the country.  This energy saving also translates 
in to avoiding of about 31 million tonne of CO2 
emission.  This energy saving has been converted 
to tradebale instrument called Energy Saving 
Certificates (ESCerts).  

2.	 Market	 Transformation	 for	 Energy	 Efficiency	
(MTEEE) – aiming at transformation of market 
towards the use of energy efficient appliances. 
This initiative under the Mission aims to 
accelerate the shift to energy efficient appliances 
in designated sectors through innovative 
measures to make the products more affordable.  
Under MTEE two programmes were introduced 
for the prootion of energy efficient products in 
the market viz. Bachat Lamp Yojna (BLY) and 
Super-Efficient Equipment Programme (SEEP).

3.	 Energy	 Efficiency	 Financing	 Platform	 (EEFP)	 –	
for providing a platforms for capacity building 
of financial institutions and other stakeholders. 
Energy Efficiency Financing Platform (EEFP) was 
launched as one of the initiatives under NMEEE 
to profice a platform to interact with Financial 

Institution s (FIs) and project developers for 
implementation of energy efficiency projects. 
Under this programme, MoUs have been signed 
by BEE with M/s. PTC India Ltd, M/s. SIDBI 
HSBC Bank, Tata Capital and IFCI Ltd to promote 
financing for energy efficiency projects.

4.	 Framework	 for	 Energy	 Efficient	 Economic	
Development	 (FEEED) – developing fiscal 
instruments to leverage finance for financing 
Energy Efficiency (EE) projects. FEEED Focuses 
on developing appropriate fiscal instruments 
to promote energy efficiency financia.  In this 
context, two programmes have been commenced 
i.e. Partial Risk Guarantee Fund for Energy 
Efficiengy (PRGFEE) and Venture Capital Fund 
or Energy Efficiency (VCFEE).

The  BEE offering various scheme for Institutional 
Mechanism, Star rating of appliances , Awarness, 
National mission for enhanced energy efficiency, 
Building EE and Demand side Management.  This 
article Ref : BEE Annual Report-2017-18. 
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What are some differences between simplex and duplex air-
operated pumps? 
For	a	duplex	air-operated	pump,	compressed	air	is	directed	into	the	
pump air chamber via the air distribution system. The compressed 
air is separated from the liquid by a diaphragm. The diaphragm, in 
turn, applies pressure on the liquid and forces it out of the pump 
discharge. While this is occurring, the opposite-side air chamber 
is depressurized and exhausted to atmosphere and liquid is drawn 
into the pump suction. The cycle repeats, thus creating a constant 
reciprocating action, which maintains flow through the pump. (See 
Figure	10.4.2.1).

A simplex pump operates in much the same manner except 
that no liquid is discharged during the recharge stroke of the 
diaphragm or bellows. A spring return is typically used to return the 

diaphragm and provide energy for the suction stroke. Intake and 
discharge valves direct flow into and out of the pumping chamber. 
It should also be noted that simplex pumps require a controller to 
cycle the compressed air/gas into the air chamber of the pump 
and to exhaust the air out. The controller can be mechanical or 
electrical, such as a repeat cycle timer and solenoid valve. The 
speed of the pump is set by the controller, and the maximum speed 
is determined by the manufacturer.

To determine the maximum pumping speed on a duplex pump, 
increase the air supply while the pump rate of flow increases. When 
the rate of flow no longer increases, throttle back the air supply until 
the pump rate of flow starts to decrease. This point is the optimum 
pump cycle rate achievable under these system conditions. 

PUMP FAQ
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If you have no critics, you'll likely have no success.
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Introduction
Energy is one of the top three cost component of any 
manufacturing facility. In last decade the general 
awareness level in energy efficiency has improved very 
rapidly and as a result, metering system for tracking 
energy consumption is improved as compared to 
last decade. Energy efficiency practices also helps in 
reducing the energy cost of a manufacturing plant. 
Not only energy but also fuel consumption and 
other process parameters are also being logged. Data 
analytics is the science of analyzing raw data to make 
inference from that information. Data can be uploaded 
to the server or it can be manually entered in the web 

portal. Processing and analysis of data is done by the 
help of intelligent algorithms, and returns intelligent 
reports and analytics in the web portal. Over the last 
fifteen years, the internet has transformed our world 
by creating the possibility for infinite connectivity 
between people, ideas, services and more. In the 
age of cloud, everything that generates data has the 
potential to be linked to the vase web of information. 
In some industries, like critical facility management 
cloud connectivity offers enhanced system 
monitoring that can save energy. The application of 
such cloud computing makes energy management 

Cloud Based Energy Analytic Platform for 
Foundry units 

R.Sivakumar, Cluster Leader (GEF- UNIDO -BEE Project), COINDIA 

Introduction:  

Energy is one of the top three cost component of any manufacturing facility. In last decade the general 
awareness level in energy efficiency has improved very rapidly and as a result, metering system for tracking 
energy consumption is improved as compared to last decade. Energy efficiency practices also helps in 
reducing the energy cost of a manufacturing plant. Not only energy but also fuel consumption and other 
process parameters are also being logged. Data analytics is the science of analyzing raw data to make 
inference from that information. Data can be uploaded to the server or it can be manually entered in the 
web portal. Processing and analysis of data is done by the help of intelligent algorithms, and returns 
intelligent reports and analytics in the web portal. Over the last fifteen years, the internet has transformed 
our world by creating the possibility for infinite connectivity between people, ideas, services and more. In 
the age of cloud, everything that generates data has the potential to be linked to the vase web of information. 
In some industries, like critical facility management cloud connectivity offers enhanced system monitoring 
that can save energy. The application of such cloud computing makes energy management easier and 
industry can allocate their resources to manage energy use and implementation of energy conservation 
projects.  

Energy Data Analytics: 

Energy Data Analytics means processing of energy, production and operational data to report energy 
performance of the industry. It saves the time and resources required to analyze data and prepare reports 
and help to discover the operational inefficiencies and their impact, hidden energy saving potential. For 
taking advantage of Energy Data Analytics, a proper metering and data acquisition system is required to 
collect accurate errorless energy and production information.  

 

Fig 1. Need for Energy Management 

 

Fig 1. Need for Energy Management

Cloud Based Energy Analytic Platform 
for Foundry Units

R. Sivakumar
Cluster Leader 

(GEF-	UNIDO	-BEE	Project) 
COINDIA

Winners make a habit of manufacturing their own positive expectations in advance of the event.
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easier and industry can allocate their resources to 
manage energy use and implementation of energy 
conservation projects. 

Energy Data Analytics:
Energy Data Analytics means processing of energy, 
production and operational data to report energy 
performance of the industry. It saves the time and 
resources required to analyze data and prepare reports 
and help to discover the operational inefficiencies 
and their impact, hidden energy saving potential. For 
taking advantage of Energy Data Analytics, a proper 
metering and data acquisition system is required 
to collect accurate errorless energy and production 
information. 

Energy consumption reduction has been topping 
the priority list for organizations all around the 

have restricted organizations for long. It is time to use 
the data, analyze it and draw meaningful inferences 
so as to reinforce your business with information and 
Data driven decisions.

Cloud based energy management:
Cloud computing is the activity of store and access 
data and programs over the Internet instead of 
local computers. Access to data or the programs are 
limited to that one computer and other computers 
connected on the local network. Cloud based Energy 
Information Management and Analytics System 
is to help the industry in assessing, reporting and 
managing energy performance in a faster, better and 
cost effective way. It is developed to capture energy 
performance data and provide periodic analysis of 
the same for the foundry units.  

Energy consumption reduction has been topping the priority list for organizations all around the world. 
Central administrations all around the world have started to take note and this has led to several policy 
decisions as well; Perform, achieve and Trade scheme being a prominent one in the Indian context. 
Conventional Methods like energy audits do not cut it for organizations anymore. Data is the only way to 
uncover hidden energy potential savings, opportunities for optimization and monitoring processes and 
equipment at cellular level. Inability to use primary data obtained from metering systems have restricted 
organizations for long. It is time to use the data, analyze it and draw meaningful inferences so as to reinforce 
your business with information and Data driven decisions. 

Cloud based energy management: 

Cloud computing is the activity of store and access data and programs over the Internet instead of local 
computers. Access to data or the programs are limited to that one computer and other computers connected 
on the local network. Cloud based Energy Information Management and Analytics System is to help the 
industry in assessing, reporting and managing energy performance in a faster, better and cost effective way. 
It is developed to capture energy performance data and provide periodic analysis of the same for the 
foundry units.   

 

Fig 2. Cloud based Energy Management System 

Benefits on Cloud based energy management: 

1. Easy data access: Data is collected and stored in the cloud, and monitored online – providing 
complete visibility on the energy consumption. 

2. Identify energy saving opportunities in real time: Real time energy monitoring at circuit 
level helps identify otherwise unknown off schedule or excess energy consumption. 

3. Energy initiative prioritization: Make informed energy efficiency retrofit decisions and 
increase ROI by identifying the specific inefficiency sources across all systems and all sites using 
benchmarks automatically derived from the own data.  

4. Drive green branding and behavioral change:  Increase energy accountability and green 
awareness by making energy insights visible to all stakeholders within the organization 

5. Reduce energy costs through real-time alerts and customized reports 
6. Benchmark and report on the site level, as well as on the equipment level 
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Benefits on Cloud based 
Energy Management:
1. Easy data access: Data is collected and stored 

in the cloud, and monitored online – providing 
complete visibility on the energy consumption.

2. Identify energy saving opportunities in real 
time: Real time energy monitoring at circuit level 
helps identify otherwise unknown off schedule 
or excess energy consumption.

It is not how much we do, but how much love we put in the doing. It is not how much we give, 
but how much love we put in the giving.
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3. Energy initiative prioritization: Make informed 
energy efficiency retrofit decisions and increase 
ROI by identifying the specific inefficiency 
sources across all systems and all sites using 
benchmarks automatically derived from the own 
data. 

4. Drive green branding and behavioral 
change:  Increase energy accountability and green 
awareness by making energy insights visible to 
all stakeholders within the organization.

5. Reduce energy costs through real-time alerts and 
customized reports.

6. Benchmark and report on the site level, as well 
as on the equipment level.

Cloud based energy management in 
Foundry units:
Each industry has certain drivers/parameters that 
define the production quality and in turn the production 
cycle and energy consumption pattern. So for the 
same amount of production the parameters may be 
different and hence the Specific Energy Consumption 
(SEC). For sustained energy efficiency improvements, 
it is imperative that the unit has an established and 
working towards energy data strategy. Energy data 
can be combined with process / production data it 
provides actionable information based on which 
energy consumption behavior could be analyzed and 
reduction assessments can be done.

Average Specific Energy Consumption of  
Melting Cast Iron

1. Induction Furnace : 620 KWH/Ton 
   or  1Gcal /Ton
2. Cupola Furnace : 135 Kgs of Coke/Ton or 
 (Coke based)  0.9 Gcal/Ton)

Depending on the installed power density and 
the melting practice, the thermal efficiency of the 
induction furnace can exceed 80 %, but usually it is in 
the range of 60 % to 78 %. The theoretical requirement 
of energy for melting iron is only 340 kWh per ton 
whereas the actual power required is around 700 
kWh. This difference is due to two factors namely 

1. Inherent in the principle of melting in an 
induction furnace which include the inefficiency 
in electrical bus bar losses, eddy current losses, 
refractory losses,  and cooling water losses etc.,

2. Operational losses that are largely due to 
unnecessary and excessive holding of liquid 
metals in the induction furnace.

Consider the example in the table given below. In 
Foundry A & B product types FG 200 & SG 400/7 
have different energy consumption for the same 
production quantity. In many of the cases we have 
different SEC, so how does a verifier account for the 
impact of energy saving measures on the SEC? 

 
Fig 4. Structure of Cloud based Energy Management System 

 
As part of the UNIDO project on Promoting Energy efficiency and Renewable energy is selected MSME’s in 
India, the PMU had implemented the cloud based energy analytics software in 16 foundry units @ 
Coimbatore foundry cluster. In this regard, M/s E Cube Energy trading private limited tie up with the 
project and implemented the software as per the individual foundry requirements. 
 
Specific Energy Consumption by Furnace (kWh/Ton): 
The graph refers the specific energy consumption for the induction furnace 1 & 2. Depending on the furnace 
utilization and casting produced from the individual furnaces the SEC is varied. This graph will gives the 
clear indication of the individual furnace performance irrespective of production plan, type of casting 
produced and raw material mixture. The SEC value is fluctuated from month to month and based on this 
value the foundry unit will analyze the raw material mixture and plan. 

 
Fig 5. SEC trend for Furnace 1 & 2 

 

Fig 4. Structure of Cloud based Energy Management System

People take different roads seeking fulfillment and happiness. Just because they're not on your road doesn't mean they've gotten lost
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Foundry 
Name

Product 
Type

Production 
in MT

Energy 
consumption 

in kWh
SEC in kWh/MT

Foundry	A

FG	200 10 MT 8500 850

SG	400/7 10 MT 9300 930

Foundry	B

FG	200 10 MT 7800 780

SG	400/7 10 MT 8950 895

Fig 3. Production vs Energy consumption 
comparison

In this case study take the case of casting process 
(Foundry sector) and look at identify a process in 
which variation in SEC could be accounted to some of 
the parameters, which in turn will help identify the 
effect of energy saving measures on the Gate to Gate 
(GTG) Specific energy consumption.

 
Fig 4. Structure of Cloud based Energy Management System 

 
As part of the UNIDO project on Promoting Energy efficiency and Renewable energy is selected MSME’s in 
India, the PMU had implemented the cloud based energy analytics software in 16 foundry units @ 
Coimbatore foundry cluster. In this regard, M/s E Cube Energy trading private limited tie up with the 
project and implemented the software as per the individual foundry requirements. 
 
Specific Energy Consumption by Furnace (kWh/Ton): 
The graph refers the specific energy consumption for the induction furnace 1 & 2. Depending on the furnace 
utilization and casting produced from the individual furnaces the SEC is varied. This graph will gives the 
clear indication of the individual furnace performance irrespective of production plan, type of casting 
produced and raw material mixture. The SEC value is fluctuated from month to month and based on this 
value the foundry unit will analyze the raw material mixture and plan. 

 
Fig 5. SEC trend for Furnace 1 & 2 

 

Fig 5. SEC trend for Furnace 1 & 2

Fig 6. Furnace Efficiency Index Trend 

One of the widely adopted and acknowledged 
methods is to establish a correlation between the type 
of castings (FG grade / SG grade) and corresponding 
electrical energy consumption, which can be done 
by developing a statistical model. Statistical model 
takes the production quantity as input and in return 
provides the expected electrical energy consumption 

As part of the UNIDO project on Promoting 
Energy efficiency and Renewable energy is selected 
MSME’s in India, the PMU had implemented the 
cloud based energy analytics software in 16 foundry 
units @ Coimbatore foundry cluster. In this regard, 
M/s E Cube Energy trading private limited tie up 
with the project and implemented the software as per 
the individual foundry requirements.

Furnace Efficiency Index: 
 
The below graph shows the furnace efficiency index. The ideal furnace efficiency index is around 32% and 
the foundry unit can compares this value. Corrective actions can be taken to improve the furnace utilization 
and it leads to increase the efficiency index. 
 

 
Fig 6. Furnace Efficiency Index Trend  

Analytical Observations  

Specific Energy Consumption (SEC): 

The expected SEC of Induction Furnace 1 & 2 over the period is shown in the graphs below. The 
benchmarking values were arrived based on the past data entry and history of records entered in the cloud 
based energy management analytic software. Now the foundry units are able to identify the gap in the SEC 
and the same can be analyzed. 
 

 

Fig 9. Month wise Furnace 1 SEC trend in kWh/MT 

We don't stop playing because we grow old; we grow old because we stop playing.
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Specific Energy Consumption by Furnace 
(kWh/Ton):
The graph refers the specific energy consumption 
for the induction furnace 1 & 2. Depending on the 
furnace utilization and casting produced from the 
individual furnaces the SEC is varied. This graph will 
gives the clear indication of the individual furnace 
performance irrespective of production plan, type of 
casting produced and raw material mixture. The SEC 
value is fluctuated from month to month and based 
on this value the foundry unit will analyze the raw 
material mixture and plan.

Furnace Efficiency Index:
The below graph shows the furnace efficiency index. 
The ideal furnace efficiency index is around 32% and 
the foundry unit can compares this value. Corrective 
actions can be taken to improve the furnace utilization 
and it leads to increase the efficiency index.

Analytical Observations 

Specific Energy Consumption (SEC):
The expected SEC of Induction Furnace 1 & 2 over 
the period is shown in the graphs below. The 
benchmarking values were arrived based on the past 
data entry and history of records entered in the cloud 
based energy management analytic software. Now 
the foundry units are able to identify the gap in the 
SEC and the same can be analyzed.

Potential Energy Efficiency Gap: 
There has been a potential energy efficiency gap, which 
is the big reason for concern. The below table refers 
the various reasons to improve the energy efficiency 
in the particular unit. In this case most of the time the 
unit losses the energy in the heat time. Similarly large 
amount of energy was lost in the furnace heat loss 
and the unit identified the corrective measures than 

Furnace Efficiency Index: 
 
The below graph shows the furnace efficiency index. The ideal furnace efficiency index is around 32% and 
the foundry unit can compares this value. Corrective actions can be taken to improve the furnace utilization 
and it leads to increase the efficiency index. 
 

 
Fig 6. Furnace Efficiency Index Trend  

Analytical Observations  

Specific Energy Consumption (SEC): 

The expected SEC of Induction Furnace 1 & 2 over the period is shown in the graphs below. The 
benchmarking values were arrived based on the past data entry and history of records entered in the cloud 
based energy management analytic software. Now the foundry units are able to identify the gap in the SEC 
and the same can be analyzed. 
 

 

Fig 9. Month wise Furnace 1 SEC trend in kWh/MT Fig 9. Month wise Furnace 1 SEC trend in kWh/MT

Fig 10. Month wise Furnace 2 SEC trend in kWh/MT
 

   Fig 10. Month wise Furnace 2 SEC trend in kWh/MT 

Potential Energy Efficiency Gap:  
There has been a potential energy efficiency gap, which is the big reason for concern. The below table refers 
the various reasons to improve the energy efficiency in the particular unit. In this case most of the time the 
unit losses the energy in the heat time. Similarly large amount of energy was lost in the furnace heat loss 
and the unit identified the corrective measures than there is a huge energy saving possibility is possible. If 
the unit concentrates in the high energy loss area then there is enormous savings in the energy is possible. 
Corrective action can be taken for reducing the heat time by installing a process control timer and the timing 
can be adjusted by the melting supervisor based on the casting process and grade of iron melted in the 
furnace. Proper refractory lining and crucible lid implementation will help to reduce the heat losses in the 
furnace. 
   REASONS  

Months  Due to Molten  
Metal Yield (kWh)  

Due to Heat Time 
(kWh)  

Due to Furnace 
Loss (kWh)  

Unaccounted 
(kWh)  

September  0 9686 0 0 
October  0 7155 0 0 
November  4 0 3295 110 
December  0 938 2754 0 
January  202 39 4946 0 
February  0 35 6406 0 
March  30 454 433 0 
Total  236 18307 17834 110 

 
Conclusion:  
With Machine to Machine (M2M) and Internet of things (IoT) witnessing a growing popularity across 
industries, automation and energy services have seen a positive impact. With the emergence of innovative 
connected devices and energy management systems, consumers are demanding the control and 
management of energy consumption. Given this shift in consumer attitude, it is imperative that consumer 
device manufacturers, utility companies and facility management firms make energy consumption 
information available in real-time to enable consumers to gain insight into their usage patterns and make 
informed decisions on energy usage. End-users and enterprises find it difficult to effectively analyze huge 
volumes of energy consumption data obtained from various sources including end-user appliances, 
hampering their ability to gauge consumption. They feel the growing need to integrate predictive analytics 
to not only predict future usage based on the available data but also spot trends and potential problems. 

A ship in harbor is safe, but that is not what ships are for.
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there is a huge energy saving possibility is possible. If 
the unit concentrates in the high energy loss area then 
there is enormous savings in the energy is possible. 
Corrective action can be taken for reducing the heat 
time by installing a process control timer and the 
timing can be adjusted by the melting supervisor 
based on the casting process and grade of iron melted 
in the furnace. Proper refractory lining and crucible 
lid implementation will help to reduce the heat losses 
in the furnace.
  REASONS 

Months 
Due to Molten 

Metal Yield 
(kWh) 

Due to 
Heat Time 

(kWh) 

Due to 
Furnace 

Loss 
(kWh) 

Un- 
accounted 

(kWh) 

September 0 9686 0 0
October 0 7155 0 0
November 4 0 3295 110
December 0 938 2754 0
January 202 39 4946 0
February	 0 35 6406 0
March 30 454 433 0
Total 236 18307 17834 110

Conclusion: 
With Machine to Machine (M2M) and Internet of 
things (IoT) witnessing a growing popularity across 
industries, automation and energy services have seen 
a positive impact. With the emergence of innovative 
connected devices and energy management 
systems, consumers are demanding the control and 
management of energy consumption. Given this shift 
in consumer attitude, it is imperative that consumer 
device manufacturers, utility companies and facility 
management firms make energy consumption 
information available in real-time to enable consumers 
to gain insight into their usage patterns and make 
informed decisions on energy usage. End-users and 
enterprises find it difficult to effectively analyze 
huge volumes of energy consumption data obtained 
from various sources including end-user appliances, 
hampering their ability to gauge consumption. They 
feel the growing need to integrate predictive analytics 
to not only predict future usage based on the available 
data but also spot trends and potential problems.

There is a vitality, a life force, an energy that is translated through you; 
and because there is only one of you in all of time, this expression is unique.
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There are 10 main different sources of energy that are used in the world to 
generate power. While there are other sources being discovered all the time, 

none of them has reached the stage where they can be used to provide the 
power to help modern life go.

All of these different sources of energy are used primarily to produce 
electricity.	The	world	runs	on	a	series	of	electrical	reactions	–	whether	you	are	
talking about the car you are driving or the light you are turning on. All of these 
different sources of energy add to the store of electrical power that is then sent 
out to different locations via high powered lines.

Here is an overview of each of the different sources of energy that are in 
use, and what’s the potential issue for each of them.
1. Solar Energy: Solar power harvests the energy of the sun through using 

collector panels to create conditions that can then be turned into a kind of 
power. Large solar panel fields are often used in desert to gather enough 
power to charge small substations, and many homes use solar systems to 
provide for hot water, cooling and supplement their electricity. The issue 
with solar is that while there is plentiful amounts of sun available, only 
certain geographical ranges of the world get enough of the direct power of 
the sun for long enough to generate usable power from this source.

2. Wind Energy: Wind power is becoming more and more common. The 
new innovations that are allowing wind farms to appear are making them a 
more common sight. By using large turbines to take available wind as the 
power to turn, the turbine can then turn a generator to produce electricity. 
While this seemed like an ideal solution to many, the reality of the wind 
farms is starting to reveal an unforeseen ecological impact that may not 
make it an ideal choice.

3. Geothermal Energy:	 Geothermal	energy	is	the	energy	that	is	produced	
from beneath the earth. It is clean, sustainable and environment friendly. 
High temperatures are produced continuously inside the earth’s crust 
by the slow delay of radioactive particles. Hot rocks present below 
the earth heats up the water that produces steam. The steam is then 
captured that helps to move turbines. The rotating turbines then power the 
generators.	 Geothermal	energy	can	be	used	by	a	residential	unit	or	on	
a large scale by a industrial application. It was used during ancient times 
for bathing and space heating. The biggest disadvantage with geothermal 
energy is that it can only be produced at selected sites throughout the 
world. The largest group of geothermal power plants in the world is 
located	at	The	Geysers,	a	geothermal	field	in	California,	United	States.

4. Hydrogen Energy:	 Hydrogen	 is	 available	 with	 water(H2O)	 and	 is	
most common element available on earth. Water contains two-thirds of 
hydrogen and can be found in combination with other elements. Once it 
is separated, it can be used as a fuel for generating electricity. Hydrogen 
is a tremendous source of energy and can be used as a source of fuel 
to power ships, vehicles, homes, industries and rockets. It is completely 
renewable, can be produced on demand and does not leave any toxic 
emissions in the atmosphere.

5. Tidal Energy: Tidal energy uses rise and fall of tides to convert kinetic 
energy of incoming and outgoing tides into electrical energy. The 
generation of energy through tidal power is mostly prevalent in coastal 
areas. Huge investment and limited availability of sites are few of the 
drawbacks of tidal energy. When there is increased height of water levels 
in the ocean, tides are produced which rush back and forth in the ocean. 
Tidal energy is one of the renewable source of energy and produce large 
energy even when the tides are at low speed

6. Wave Energy: Wave energy is produced from the waves that are 
produced in the oceans. Wave energy is renewable, environment 
friendly and causes no harm to atmosphere. It can be harnessed along 
coastal regions of many countries and can help a country to reduce its 
dependance on foreign countries for fuel. Producing wave energy can 
damage marine ecosystem and can also be a source of disturbance to 
private and commercial vessels. It is highly dependent on wavelength and 
can also be a source of visual and noise pollution.

7. Hydroelectric Energy: What many people are not aware of is that most 
of the cities and towns in the world rely on hydropower, and have for the 
past century. Every time you see a major dam, it is providing hydropower 
to an electrical station somewhere. The power of the water is used to turn 
generators to produce the electricity that is then used. The problems faced 
with hydropower right now have to do with the aging of the dams. Many 
of them need major restoration work to remain functional and safe, and 
that costs enormous sums of money. The drain on the world’s drinkable 
water supply is also causing issues as townships may wind up needing to 
consume the water that provides them power too.

8. Biomass Energy: Biomass energy is produced from organic material 
and is commonly used throughout the world. Chlorophyll present in 
plants captures the sun’s energy by converting carbon dioxide from the 
air and water from the ground into carbohydrates through the process 
of photosynthesis. When the plants are burned, the water and carbon 
dioxide is again released back into the atmosphere. Biomass generally 
include crops, plants, trees, yard clippings, wood chips and animal wastes. 
Biomass energy is used for heating and cooking in homes and as a fuel 
in industrial production. This type of energy produces large amount of 
carbon dioxide into the atmosphere.

9. Nuclear Power: While nuclear power remains a great subject of debate 
as to how safe it is to use, and whether or not it is really energy efficient 
when	you	take	into	account	the	waste	it	produces	–	the	fact	is	it	remains	
one of the major renewable sources of energy available to the world. 
The energy is created through a specific nuclear reaction, which is then 
collected and used to power generators. While almost every country has 
nuclear generators, there are moratoriums on their use or construction as 
scientists try to resolve safety and disposal issues for waste.

10. Fossil Fuels (Coal, Oil and Natural Gas): When most people talk 
about the different sources of energy they list natural gas, coal and oil as 
the	options	–	these	are	all	considered	to	be	just	one	source	of	energy	from	
fossil	fuels.	Fossil	fuels	provide	the	power	for	most	of	the	world,	primarily	
using coal and oil. Oil is converted into many products, the most used of 
which is gasoline. Natural gas is starting to become more common, but 
is used mostly for heating applications although there are more and more 
natural gas powered vehicles appearing on the streets. The issue with 
fossil fuels is twofold. To get to the fossil fuel and convert it to use there 
has to be a heavy destruction and pollution of the environment. The fossil 
fuel reserves are also limited, expecting to last only another 100 years 
given are basic rate of consumption.

It isn’t easy to determine which of these different sources of energy is best 
to use. All of them have their good and bad points. While advocates of each 
power type tout theirs as the best, the truth is that they are all flawed. What 
needs to happen is a concerted effort to change how we consume energy and 
to create a balance between which of these sources we draw from.

Different Sources of Energy?
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It is not the strongest of the species that survive, nor the most intelligent, but the one most responsive to change.
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1. Adjust Your Day-To-Day Behaviors
To reduce energy consumption in your home, you do 
not necessarily need to go out and purchase energy 
efficient products. Energy conservation can be as 
simple as turning off lights or appliances when you 
do not need them. You can also use energy-intensive 
appliances less by performing household tasks 
manually, such as hang-drying your clothes instead 
of putting them in the dryer, or washing dishes by 
hand.

The behavior adjustments that have the highest 
potential for utility savings are turning down the heat 
on your thermostat in the winter and using your air 
conditioner less in the summer. Heating and cooling 
costs constitute nearly half of an average home’s 
utility bills, so these reductions in the intensity and 
frequency of heating and cooling offer the greatest 
savings.

There are tools you can use to figure out where 
most of your electricity is going in your home. A 
home energy monitor can help you understand 
which appliances are using the most electricity on a 
day-to-day basis.

2. Replace your light bulbs

Traditional incandescent light bulbs consume an 
excessive amount of electricity and must be replaced 
more often than their energy efficient alternatives. 
Halogen incandescent bulbs, compact fluorescent 
lights (CFLs), and light-emitting diode bulbs (LEDs) 
use anywhere from 25-80% less electricity and last 
three to 25 times longer than traditional bulbs.

Although energy efficient bulbs are more 
expensive off the shelf, their efficient energy use and 
longer service lives mean that they cost less in the 
long run. Energy efficient bulbs are the clear winners 
in terms of their environmental and financial benefits.
3. Use smart power strips

“Phantom loads,” or the electricity used by electronics 
when they are turned off or in standby mode, are a 
major source of energy waste. In fact, it is estimated 
that 75% of the energy used to power household 
electronics is consumed when they are switched 
off, which can cost you up to $200 per year. Smart 
power strips, also known as advanced power strips, 
eliminate the problem of phantom loads by shutting 
off the power to electronics when they are not in 
use. Smart power strips can be set to turn off at an 
assigned time, during a period of inactivity, through 
remote switches, or based on the status of a “master” 
device.

4. Install a programmable or smart thermostat

A programmable or smart thermostat can be set to 
automatically turn off or reduce heating and cooling 
during the times when you are asleep or away. 
When you install a programmable thermostat, you 
eliminate wasteful energy use from heating and 
cooling without upgrading your HVAC system or 
sacrificing any comfort.

On average, a programmable thermostat can save 
you $180 per year. Programmable thermostats come 
in different models that can be set to fit your weekly 
schedule. Additional features of programmable 

Conserve 
Energy

A good criterion for measuring success in life is the number of people you have made happy.
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thermostats can include indicators for when to 
replace air filters or HVAC system problems, which 
also improve the efficiency of your heating and 
cooling system.
5.	 Purchase	energy	efficient	appliances
On average, appliances are responsible for roughly 
13% of your total household energy use. When 
purchasing an appliance, you should pay attention 
to two numbers: the initial purchase price and the 
annual operating cost. Although energy efficient 
appliances usually have higher purchase prices, their 
operating costs are 9-25% lower than conventional 
models.

When purchasing an energy efficient appliance, 
you should look for appliances with the ENERGY 
STAR label, which is a federal guarantee that the 
appliance will consume less energy during use and 
when on standby than standard non-energy efficient 
models. Energy savings differ based on the specific 
appliance. For example, ENERGY STAR certified 
clothes washers consume 25% less energy and 45% 
less water than conventional ones, whereas ENERGY 
STAR refrigerators use only 9% less energy.

 
6. Reduce your water heating expenses
Water heating is a major contributor to your total 
energy consumption. Other than purchasing an 
energy efficient water heater, there are three methods 
of reducing your water heating expenses: you can 
simply use less hot water, turn down the thermostat 
on your water heater, or insulate your water heater 
and the first six feet of hot and cold water pipes.

If you are considering replacing your water heater 
with an efficient model, you should keep in mind 
two factors: the type of water heater that meets your 
needs and the type of fuel it will use. For example, 
tankless water heaters are energy efficient, but they 
are also a poor choice for large families as they cannot 
handle multiple and simultaneous uses of hot water. 
Efficient water heaters can be anywhere between 8% 
and 300% more energy efficient than a conventional 
storage water heater. Also, be sure to account for its 
lengthy service life of 10 to 15 years in which water-
heating savings can accumulate.

7.	 Install	energy	efficient	windows
Windows are significant source of energy waste, 
which can amount to 10-25% of your total heating bill. 
To prevent heat loss through your windows, you can 

replace single-pane windows with double-pane ones.
For homes in cold regions, gas-filled windows 

with “low-e” coatings can significantly reduce your 
heating expenses. In addition, interior or exterior 
storm windows can reduce unnecessary heat loss 
by ten to 20 percent. You should especially consider 
storm windows if your region experiences frequent 
extreme weather events.

In warmer climates, heat gain through windows 
may be a problem. In addition to minimizing heat 
loss, low-e coatings on windows can reduce heat gain 
by reflecting more light and lowering the amount of 
thermal energy diffused into your home. Depending 
on the climate where you live, ENERGY STAR 
windows can save you $20-$95 each year on your 
utility bills. Window shades, shutters, screens, and 
awnings can also provide an extra layer of insulation 
between your home and external temperatures.

 
8. Upgrade your HVAC system
An HVAC system is composed of heating, ventilation, 
and air conditioning equipment. Heating alone is 
responsible for more than 40% of home energy use. 
Because homes in Northern regions are exposed to 
much colder temperatures during the year, ENERGY 
STAR gas furnaces have different specifications in the 
northern and southern halves of the United States.

Upgrading to a “U.S. South” ENERGY STAR 
certification can save you up to 12% on your heating 
bill, or an average of $36 per year. ENERGY STAR 
furnaces in the northern half of the U.S. are labeled 
with the standard ENERGY STAR logo and are up to 
16% more energy efficient than baseline models. This 
translates to average savings of $94 per year on your 
heating bill in the Northern U.S.

Air conditioning, by comparison, isn’t a significant 
contributor to energy bills – on average, it only makes 
up six percent of the total energy use of your home. 
ENERGY STAR central air conditioning units are 
eight percent more efficient than conventional models. 
Air conditioning systems are usually integrated 
with heating systems, which means that you should 
purchase your new furnace and air conditioner at the 
same time in order to ensure that the air conditioner 
performs at its maximum rated energy efficiency.

Upgrades to the third component of an HVAC 
system – ventilation – can also improve your energy 
efficiency. A ventilation system is composed of a 

The time is always right to do what is right.
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network of ducts, which 
distributes hot and cold air 
throughout your home. If 
these ducts are not properly 
sealed or insulated, the 
resulting energy waste can 
add hundreds of dollars to 
your annual heating and 
cooling expenses. Proper 
insulation and maintenance 
on your ventilation system 
can reduce your heating and 
cooling expenses by up to 20%.

 9. Weatherize your home

Weatherizing, or sealing air leaks around your home, 
is a great way to reduce your heating and cooling 
expenses. The most common sources of air leaks 
into your home are vents, windows, and doors. To 
prevent these leaks, you should ensure that there 
are no cracks or openings between the wall and vent, 
window, or doorframe.

To seal air leaks between stationary objects, such 
as the wall and window frame, you can apply caulk. 
For cracks between moving objects, such as operable 
windows and doors, you can apply weather stripping. 
Weather stripping and caulking are simple air sealing 
techniques that typically offer a return on investment 
in less than a year. Air leaks can also occur through 
openings in the wall, floor, and ceiling from plumbing, 
ducting, or electrical wiring.

Air leaking out of your home is most often 
from the home interior into your attic through 

small openings. Whether 
it is through ducts, light 
fixtures, or the attic hatch, 
hot air will rise and escape 
through small openings. 
As the natural flow of heat 
is from warmer to cooler 
areas, these small openings 
can make your heating bill 
even higher if your attic is 
not sufficiently insulated. 
To reap the full amount of 
savings from weatherization, 

you should consider fully insulating your home.

10. Insulate your home

Insulation plays a key role in lowering your utility 
bills through retaining heat during the winter and 
keeping heat out of your home during the summer. 
The recommended level of heat resistance, or 

“R-value,” for your insulation depends on where you 
live. In warmer climates, the recommended R-value 
is much lower than for buildings located in colder 
regions like the Northeast.

The level of insulation you should install depends 
on the area of your house. Your attic, walls, floors, 
basement, and crawlspace are the five main areas 
where you should consider adding insulation. Use the 
Home Energy Saver tool for recommendations based 
on the specifications of your home, or find general 
regional recommendations on the Department of 
Energy’s webpage on insulation.
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I. EXPERT COMMITTEE SUBMITS ITS REPORT 
ON	 DETERMINING	 METHODOLOGY	 FOR	
FIXING	 NATIONAL	 MINIMUM	 WAGE.	
CENTRAL GOVT. HAVE NOT YET DECIDED 
NATIONAL	MIMIMUM	WAGES	INCREASE.

The Ministry of Labour and Employment had 
constituted an Expert Committee on 17th January 
2017, under the Chairmanship Dr.Anoop Satpathy, 
Fellow, V.V.Giri National labour Institute (VVGNLI) 
to review and recommend methodology  for fixation 
of National Minimum Wage (NMW).  The Expert 
Committee has submitted its report on “Determining 
the Methodology for Fixation for the National 
Minimum Wage” to the Government of India through 
the secretary, Ministry of Labour and Employment 
on 14.02.2019.  The Report has now been placed 
on the Ministry’s website, www.labour.gov.in for 
facilitating the process of consultation  and dialogue 
among social partners and stakeholder and seeking 
necessary approval of methodology from tripartite 
bodies.

There have been several developments since 
the norms for the fixation of the Minimum Wages 
were recommended  by the 15th ILC in 1957 and 
subsequently  strengthened by the Judgment of 
the Supreme Court in the  Judgment of Workmen 
v.Reptakos Brett & Co.,  case in 1992, Central 
Government Constituted an Expert Committee as 
per the recommendations of the Central Advisory 
Board(CAB) on Minimum Wages.  Hence, the 
Expert Committee had the mandate to examine and 
review the norms and methodology for fixation of 
National Minimum Wage; and determine the base 
level National Minimum Wage/Wages through an 
evidence-based approach.

The report using scientific approach has updated 
the methodological frame work of fixation of 
Minimum  Wages based on the Overall guidelines 
of the ILC 1957 and the Supreme Court Judgment of 

Workmen v.Reptakos Brett & co in 1992.  The report has 
undertaken  a rigorous and meticulous analysis and 
has generated a large amount of evidence relating to 
changes in the demographic structure, consumption 
pattern and nutritional intakes, the composition of 
food baskets and the relative importance of non-food 
consumption items to address the realities in the 
Indian context by using official data made available 
by the National Sample Survey Office (NSSO)

Using the national requirement norms as 
recommended by the Indian Council of Medical 
Research (ICMR) for Indian population, the Report 
has recommended a balanced diet approach which is 
culturally palatable for fixation of National Minimum 
Wage.  Accordingly, it has proposed that food items 
amounting to the level of + 10 per cent of 2,400 calories, 
along with Proteins >50 gm and Fats>30 gm per day 
per person to constitute a national level balanced food 
basket. Further, this report proposed Minimum Wage 
should include reasonable expenditure on essential 
non-food items’ such as clothing, fuel and Light, 
House Rent, Education, Medical Expenses, Footwear 
and  transport, which must be equal to the median 
class and expenditure on any other non-food items 
be equivalent to the sixth fractile (25-30 per cent) of 
the house hold expenditure distribution as per the 
NSSO-CES 2011/12 survey data.

NATIONAL	MINIMUM	WAGES
I. On the basis of the aforesaid approach the report 

has recommended to fix the need based National 
Minimum Wage for India at INR 375 per day 
(or INR Rs.9750 Per month ) AS OF July 2018, 
irrespective of sector, skills, occupations  and 
rural-urban locations for a family comprising of 
3,6 consumption unit. It has also recommended to 
introduce an additional House Rend Allowance 
(City  Compensatory Allowance), averaging up to 
INR 55 per day i.e. INR 1,430 per month for urban 
workers over and above the NMW.

LEGAL/LABOUR 
LAW NEWS

M.R. ManohaRan, M.A.,B.L.,M.B.A,
 AdvocAte, LABour LAw consuLtAnt 

Mobile No: 98422 16552

To be yourself in a world that is constantly trying to make you something else is the greatest accomplishment.
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 Apart from proposing the level of a single 
National Minimum Wage at an all- India level, 
the report has also estimated and recommended 
different  National Minimum Wages for different 
Geographical regions of the country to suit the local 
realities and as per Socio-economic and labour 
market contexts.    For the purpose of estimating 
national Minimum Wages at regional levels  it has 
grouped  the states into five regions based on a 
Composite Index and have recommended region 
specific national Minimum Wages as follows:

II. National Minimum Wage regions based on 
Composite Index and region specific National 
Minimum Wages (In Rs.)

The Committee has also recommended reviewing 
the consumption basket every five years, subject to 
the availability of NSSO-CES data, and within the 
period of 5 years – revising and updating the basic 
Minimum Wage at least in line with the Consumer 
Price Index (CPI) every six months, to reflect changes 
in the cost of living .  The report will be put before the 
Central Advisory Board/tripartite bodies for necessary 
consultations and approval of the methodology.
II.	 NEW	 PENSION	 SCHEME	 FOR	 THE	

UNORGANISED	 WORKERS	 UNDER	 PM-SYM	
SCHEME
Pradhan Mantri Shram Yogi Maan-Dhan (PM-
SYM) would be rolled out by the Ministry of 
Labour and Employment notification dated 
15.02.2019.  The scheme announced in the Interim 
Budget was notified by the ministry recently.  As 
many as 42 crore workers are estimated to be 
engaged in the unorganized  sector of the country.  
The unorganized  Workers mostly engaged as 
home based workers, Street Vendors, Mid-Day 
Meal Workers, Head Loaders, Brick Kiln Workers, 
Cobblers, Rag Pickers, Domestic Workers, 
Washer Men, Rickshaw Pullers, Landless 
Laborers, Own Account workers, Agricultural 

Workers, Construction  Workers, Beedi Workers, 
Handloom Workers, Leather Workers, Audio-
visual, Workers and similar other occupations 
whose monthly Income is Rs.15,000 per month 
or less and belong to the entry age group of 18-
40 years are eligible for the scheme, They should 
not be covered under New Pension Scheme 
(NPS), Employees’  State Insurance Corporation  
(ESIC) Scheme or Employees’ Provident Fund 
Organization (EPFO), further he/she should not 
be an Income-Tax payer.

Region I Region II Region III Region IV Region V

Assam, Bihar, 
Jharkhan, 

Madhya Pradesh, 
Odisha, Uttar 

Pradesh & West 
Bengal

Andhra Pradesh, 
Telangana, 

Chhattisgarh, 
Rajasthan, 

Jammu & Kashmir 
& Uttarakhand

Gujarat,	
Karnataka, 

Kerala, 
Maharashtra, & 

Tamilnadu

Delhi,	Goa,	
Haryana, 
Himachal 
Pradesh & 

Punjab

Arunachal 
Pradesh, Manipur, 

Meghalaya, 
Nagaland, Sikkim, 

Mizoram & 
Truoyra

INR Rs.342 
per day (INR 
Rs.8,892 per 

month

INR Rs.380 per 
day (INR Rs.9880 

per month

INR Rs.414 
per day (INR 

Rs.10,764 per 
month

INR Rs.447 
per day  ( INR 
Rs.11,622 per 

month

INR Rs.386 
per day (INR 

Rs.10,036 per 
month)

Following	are	the	Salient	Features	
of	NEW	PENSION	SCHEME	FOR	
UNORGANISED SECTOR
1. Minimum Assured Pension: 

Each Subscriber under the PM-
SYM shall receive minimum 
assured Pension of Rs.3,000 per 
month after attaining the age of 
60 years.

2. Family Pension: During the 
receipt of pension, if the 
subscriber dies , the spouse of 
the beneficiary shall be entitled 
to receive 50% of the Pension 
received by the beneficiary as 
Family Pension.

Contribution by the subscriber:
The Subscriber’s contributions to PM-SYM shall 
be made through ‘Auto-Debit” facility from his/
her Savings Bank Account/Jan-Dhan Account.  The  
subscriber is required to contribute the prescribed 
contribution amount from the age of joining PM-SYM 
till the age of 60 years.  The Chart showing details of 
entry age specific monthly contribution is as under.

Entry 
Age

Super-
annuation 

Age

Member’s 
monthly 

contribution 
(Rs.)

Central	Govt’s	
Monthly 

contribution 
(Rs.)

Total 
monthly 

contribution 
(Rs.)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)=(3)+(4)
18 60 55 55 110

The members contribution differs for age category.

Matching contribution by the Central Government
The subscriber will be required to have a Mobile 
Phone, Savings Bank Account and Aadhaar  Number.  
The eligible subscriber may visit the nearest CS and 
get enrolled for PM-SYM  using Aadhaar Number and 
savings bank account / Jan-Dhan account number, on 
self certification basis.

The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in the service of others.
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Enrollment Agencies: The enrolment will be 
carried out by all the Community Service Centers 
(CSCs).  The unorganized Workers may visit their 
nearest CSCs along with their Aadhar Card and 
savings Bank Account Pass book/Jan-Dhan account 
and get registered themselves for the Scheme 
Contribution amount for the first month shall be paid 
in cash for which they will be provided with a receipt.

FACILITATING	AUTHORITIES
All LIC, EPFO/ESIC and all Labour offices of Central 
and State Governments may set up a “Facilitation 
Desk” to facilitate the unorganized Workers, guide  
about the features of the Scheme and direct them to 
nearest CSC.

Unorganized Workers will visit these centers 
with Aadhar Card Savings bank account/Jandhan 
Account and Mobile Phone.

Fund	Management:-
PM-SYM will be  Central Sector Scheme Administered 
by the Ministry of Labour  and Employment and 
implemented through Life Insurance Corporation 
of India and CSCs, LIC will be the Pension Fund 
Manager and responsible for Pension payout.  The 
amount collected under PM-Sym Pension Scheme 
shall be invested as per the investment pattern 
specified by Government of India.

Exit and Withdrawal: Considering the hardships 
and erratic nature of employability of these workers, 
the exit provisions of scheme have been kept flexible.  
Exit provisions are as under:

In case subscriber exits the Scheme within a 
period of less than 10 years, the beneficiary’s share 
of contribution only will be returned to him with 
Savings Bank Interest rate.

If subscriber exits after a period of 10 years or 
more but before superannuation age i.e. 60 years of 
age, the beneficiary’s share of contribution along with 
accumulated interest as actually earned by fund or at 
the Savings Bank Interest rate whichever is higher.

If a beneficiary has given regular contributions 
and died due to any cause, his/her spouse will be 
entitle to continue the Scheme subsequently by 
payment of regular contribution or exit by receiving 
the beneficiary’s contribution along with accumulated 
interest as actually earned by fund or at the Savings  
Bank Interest rate whichever is higher.

If a beneficiary has given regular contributions 
and become permanently disabled due to any 

cause before the Superannuation age, i.e. 60 years, 
and unable to continue to contribute under the 
Scheme, His/Her spouse will be entitled to continue 
the Scheme subsequently  by payment of regular 
contribution or exit the Scheme by receiving the 
beneficiary’s contribution with interest  as actually 
earned by fund or at the Savings Bank Interest rate 
whichever is higher

After the death of subscriber as well as his/her 
spouse, the entire corpus will be credited back to the 
fund.

Any other exit provision, as may be decided by 
the Government on Advice of NSSB.

Default of Contributions: If a subscriber has 
not paid the contribution continuously he/she will 
be allowed to regularize his  contribution by paying 
entire outstanding dues, along with penalty charges.  
If any, decided by the Government.

Pension Pay Out:  Once the beneficiary joins the 
Scheme at the entry age of 18-40 years, the beneficiary 
has to contribute till 60years of age.   On attaining the 
age of 60 years,  the subscriber  will get the assured 
Monthly  Pension of Rs.3000 with benefit of family 
pensions, as the case may be.

III. PAYMENT TO CONTRACUTAL LABOUR 
THROUGH CHEQUE

  The Payment of  Wages Act, 1936 has been 
amended by Payment of Wages (Amendment) 
Act, 2017 (Effective from 28.12.2016) to enable the 
Employers to Pay Wages to their Employees by (a) 
cash or (b) Cheque or (c )  crediting to their Bank 
Account .  The amendment in the Act also enables the 
appropriate Government to specify the industrial or 
other establishment, by Notification in the Official 
Gazette, which shall pay to every person employed 
in such Industrial or other establishment, the Wages 
only by Cheque or by crediting in his Bank Account.

Provision for making of payment only by Cheque 
or by crediting in Bank account of an Employee, in 
respect of Industrial or other establishment in the 
Central Sphere has been notified on 26.04.2017.  As 
per information received from the Government 
of Madhya Pradesh, Contract Labour are paid 
through Bank at Thermal Power Station, Chachai 
in Amarkantak in the District Anuppur, Madhya 
Pradesh.  This information was given by Minister of 
State (I/C) for labour and Employment in Rajya Sabha.

Out of clutter, find simplicity. From discord, find harmony. In the middle of difficulty lies opportunity.
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SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL TESTING AND RESEARCH CENTRE 
(A-NOT-FOR-PROFIT SOCIETY TO SERVE ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES) 

Si’Tarc is NABL Accredited Laboratory and having the latest Testing facilities in Electrical Engineering, 
Mechanical Engineering, Chemical Engineering, and Metrology. 

We are glad to inform that Si’Tarc is now emerged with a new added facility of 

 “WATER TESTING IN NABL APPROVED LABORATORY” 

We have world-class equipments in our lab for testing water samples like, 

 Mineral Water
 Effluent Treated Process Water

 RO Water
 Packaged Drinking Water

 Bore well Water
 Waste Water

 Rain Water
 Raw Water etc,.

• All Tests are Conducted as per National/International Standards

• We collect the samples from your doorsteps and provide you the results on-time.

For More Details Contact:

#83,84 Avarampalayam Road, K.R.Puram Post, Coimbatore – 641021.
Ph/Fax: 0422 – 2562612, 2560473. 

Email:sitarcinfo@sitarc.com,Website:www.sitarc.com



11th Managing Committee Meeting on 17th April 2019

Sri R Karthikeyan, Managing Committee Member attended the meeting organized by the Indian Chamber of Commerce and industry, 
Coimbatore to discuss the points on Pre-Budget Memorandum on 30th April 2019 at Chamber Towers

Coindia aCtivities

Visit of Shri. Vishnu, I.A.S. Executive Director, TNSDC, 
Chennai on 27th February 2019

Visit of Officials from Aptiv Connection Systems, Kochi to our 
Tool Room on 5th April 2019
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President Shri V. Krishnakumar presenting Tamil New Year Football Trophy to Winners organized by ‘Dream Lights Sports Events.’
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@£µõ]›¯º Â. Cµõ©aŒ¢vµß
C¯¢vµÂ¯À xøÓ (K#Ä), §.Œõ.@Põ. 

öuõÈÀ~m£UPÀ¿›, @PõøÁ

|ÃÚ EØ£zv {ºÁõPÂ¯À & 

A¸göŒõØPÒ ÂÍUP® 

Glossary of Modern 
Manufacturing Management

EØ£zv ÷©»õsø©US I¢x ©¢vµ[PÒ

‰»¨ö£õ¸ÒPÎß öŒ»ÂÚ ÁøP¨£õk

(ABC ANALYSIS)

|õ® Áõ[SQßÓ £»ÁøP¯õÚ ‰»¨ö£õ¸ÒPÒ, 

Ev›£õP[PÒ Ckö£õ¸mPÒ EÒÍÚ. AÁØÔÀ 

]» ‰»¨ö£õ¸ÒPÒ GsoUøP°À SøÓÁõP 

C¸¨¤Ý® AuØPõÚ öŒ»ÂÚ® ªP AvP©õP 

C¸US®. AÁØøÓ A ÁøP ö£õ¸ÒPÒ GßÖ 

TÖÁº. ]» ‰»¨ö£õ¸ÒPÒ ÁøPPÒ ªP AvP©õP 

C¸¨¤Ý® AÁØÔØS BS® öŒ»Ä SøÓÁõP 

C¸US®. AøÁ C ÁøP GßÖ SÔ¨¤kÁº. 

Cøh°÷» EÒÍ ö£õ¸ÒPÒ B ÁøP°À Ah[S®. 

C¨£i ÁøP¨£kzxÁuÚõÀ A ÁøP ö£õ¸ÒPÒ 

«x PÁÚ® öŒ¾zv, AuøÚ \›¯õÚ Âø»°¾®, 

AÍÂ¾® SøÓ¢u C¸¨¤¾® C¸US©õÖ £õºzxU 

öPõshõÀ •u½mka öŒ»Ä SøÓÁõP C¸US®.

öŒ¯À£õkPÎß ÁøP°À AhUPÂø» 

PnUQkuÀ

(ACTIVITY BASED COSTING)

J¸ ŒõuÚ® AÀ»x P¸Â°ß AhUP Âø»ø¯ 

PnUQk® J¸ ¦x•øÓ BS®. ‰»¨ö£õ¸Ò 

öŒ»Ä £o¯õÍº öŒ»Ä, ŒõuÚ ÁiÁø©¨¦ öŒ»Ä 

(Development Cost) EØ£zv öŒ»Ä (Manufacturing 
Cost) ‰»uÚ •u½mk öŒ»Ä (Capital Cost) ©ØÖ® 

öŒ#•øÓ öŒ»Ä (Process Cost) BQ¯ÁØøÓ 

xÀ¼¯©õP uÛzuÛ÷¯ PnUQmk, ©v¨¤kuÀ 

BS®.

÷Pmh Ásn® Âøµ¢x EØ£zv öŒ#uÀ 

(AGILE MANUFACTURING)

ÁõiUøP¯õÍºPÎß ÷uøÁUS HØ£ ŒõuÚ[PøÍ 

£»ÁøPPÎ¾® AÍÄPÎ¾® Âøµ¢x öŒ#x 

öPõkUS® •øÓ. CuØPõÚ öuõÈ»Pzvß EØ£zv 

ŒõuÚ[PÐ®, £» G¢vµ[PøÍ J¸Á÷µ C¯US® 

vÓß öPõsh £o¯õÍºPÐ® Cøn¢x ÷Ási¯ 

P¸ÂPøÍ, ÷Ási¯ AÍÂÀ, ÷Ási¯ ÷|µzvÀ 

öŒ#x u¸® •øÓ BS®. ©õÖ£mh ŒõuÚ[PøÍ 

(Varity) EØ£zv öŒ#x AÎ¨£uØPõÚ J¸•øÓ.

l ŒõuÚ[PÒ ÁõiUøP¯õÍºPÎß Â¸¨£zvØS 

HØ£ ÁiÁø©UP¨£kQßÓÚ.

l HØPÚ÷Á EÒÍ ö£õ¸mPøÍ, ©õØÔ Aø©zx 

÷©®£kzvU öPõkzx®, Auß £¯ÜmkU Põ»zøu 

AvP›zxU öPõkzx® •øÓ¨£kzu¨£kQßÓx. 

ÁõiUøP¯õÍºPÐhß }sh|õÒ öuõhº¦ (Long 
Time Relationship) öPõsk AÁºPÎß, ŒõuÚ[PÒ 

÷uøÁPøÍ {øÓÄ öŒ#QßÓx.

l ¦x ŒõuÚ[PøÍ Âøµ¢x ÁiÁø©¨£x, 

¦zuõUP® öŒ#Áx, Ch ©õØÔ & ÁiÁø©¨£x 

BQ¯Ú öŒ#¯¨£kQßÓÚ.

÷uøÁUS HØ£ ÷Põºzx CønzuÀ 

(ASSEMBLE TO ORDER)

ÁõiUøP¯õÍºPÎß Â¸¨£zvØS HØ£ AÁºPÒ 

÷PmS® ]Ó¨¦ A®\[PÐUS (Features) HØÓÁõÖ 

£»Âu©õÚ xøn¨£SvPøÍ JßÔønzx 

E¸ÁõUQz u¸uÀ BS®. P®¨³mhº ©ØÖ® ÷©õmhõº 

ÁõPÚ[PÒ ÷£õßÓøÁ CuØS ]Ó¢u GkzxUPõmk 

BS®.

uõÛ¯UP ÷ŒõuøÚ •øÓ 
(AUTOMATIC INSPECTION)

£o¯õmPÒ ÷ŒõuøÚ°hõ©À, P¸ÂPÍõÀ 

uõÛ¯UP •øÓPøÍ E£÷¯õQzx ÷ŒõuøÚ°kuÀ. 

Av÷ÁPzv¾®, SøÓ¢u Põ» AÍÂ¾®, ªPz 

xÀ¼¯©õPÄ® ÷ŒõuøÚ°h ÷Ási¯ ÷£õx, 

uõÛ¯UP ÷ŒõuøÚ •øÓ £¯ß£kzu¨£kQßÓx.

SøÓ Põoß EØ£zv {Özu® 

(AUTONOMATION)

öuõhº EØ£zv°ß ÷£õx, SøÓPÒ öu›¯Á›ß, 

uõÚõP÷Á EØ£zvø¯ {ÓzvÂk® •øÓ BS®. 

EØ£zv AÀ»x ÷Põºzvøn¨¦ •øÓ°À J¸ £Êx, 

‘Life isn't about finding yourself. Life is about creating yourself.’ – George Bernard Shaw.
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£o¯õÍµõ÷»õ AÀ»x ŒõuÚzvÚõ÷»õ HØ£mhõÀ, 

Eh÷Ú EØ£zvø¯ {ÖzvÂkuÀ BS®. A¢u SøÓ 

{ÁºzvUP¨£mh ¤ßÚ÷µ £o «sk® öuõh[S®.

_¯ £ozvÓß SÊ 
(AUTONOMOUS TEAM)

_©õº 3&¼¸¢x 7 ÷£º Áøµ°»õÚ, £» öuõÈÀ~m£® 

AÔ¢uÁºPÍõPÄ®, ÷ÁÖ÷ÁÖ Ch[PÎÀ £o¯õØÓU 

Ti¯ÁºPÍõPÄ®, J¸ uø»ø©°ß RÌ Aø©¢u 

SÊÁõS®. öŒ¯À •øÓPÐUS (Procedures) Em£mh 

ÁøP°À CUSÊÂß £oPÒ {ºn°UP¨£kQßÓÚ. 

÷©¾® ÷uøÁ¨£k®÷£õx CÁºP÷Í ]UPÀ 

wºUS® SÊÁõPÄ® (Problem Solving Group) 
{¯ªUP¨£kQßÓÚº.

uõÚõP÷Á uµ® EÖv öŒ#uÀ 

(AUTO QUALITY)

uÁÖ uÂºzuÀ (Pokayoke) ©ØÖ® uØ÷ŒõuøÚ 

•øÓ (Self Inspection) BQ¯ EzvPÍõÀ uÁÖPÒ 

HØ£hõuÁõÖ uk¨£x BS®. A¨£i HØ£iß 

EhÚi¯õP EØ£zvø¯ {Özua öŒ#x, \› öŒ#u¤ß 

öuõh[SÁx® öŒ#¯¨£kQÓx. Cuß ‰»® 

uµ® EÖv öŒ#¯¨£kQßÓx. Cx J¸ C¯ØøP 

{PÌÄ÷£õ» J÷µ uµzxhß, öŒ¯À£õmkhß 

|øhö£Ó HxÁõQÓx. uÁÖ uÂºzuÀ ©ØÖ® 

uØ÷ŒõuøÚ •øÓ £°Ø]PÍõÀ uÁÖPÒ HØ£hõuÁõÖ 

uk¨£x BS®.

£møhU SÔ±mk •øÓ 

(BAR CODE)

÷PõkPÍõÀ BÚ Gs SÔ±mkPøÍU öPõsk 

ÂÁµ® AÔuÀ •øÓ. ö£õ¸ÒPÎß Aøh¯õÍ 

Gs, ÂÁµU SÔ¨¦ ©ØÖ® Âø» ÷£õßÓÁØøÓ 

÷PõmkU SÔ±mk ‰»® £vÄ öŒ#x, A¢u 

Aøh¯õÍ ÂÀø»°øÚ JmkuÀ, CuøÚ £izx, 

P®¨³mh¸US AÎUP Áõsm (Wand) GßÝ® ÷Põk 

Enº P¸Â £¯ß£kzu¨£kQßÓx. Cx ÷Œª¨¦ 

Qh[SPÒ (Stores), A[PõiPÒ, ¦zuP Œõø»PÒ 

÷£õßÓÁØÔ¾®, ÷£µ[Põi (Super Market) ÷£õßÓ 

Ch[PÎ¾® £¯ÚõQßÓx.
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•ß÷ÚØÓa ]¢uøÚPÒ •øÍ¨£uØS ©Ú® 

G¨ö£õÊx® Aø©v¯õPÄ® ©QÌÁõPÄ® 

C¸UP ÷Ásk®. ©QÌa]uõß |©x ©u®. 

•¯Ø]uõß |©x ÷Áu® GßÓ ]¢uøÚ÷¯õk 

JÆöÁõ¸ Pn•® ÁõÇ÷Ásk®. ÷©¾® J¸Áß 

©QÌa]¯õP C¸US®÷£õxuõß •¯Ø] öŒ#QÓõß. 

•¯Ø] öŒ#²® ÷£õxuõß ©QÌa]¯õP C¸UQÓõß. 

PÁø»ø¯ Âµmi¯iUP Cµsk ©¸¢xPÒ 

EÒÍÚ. AÁØÔÀ JßÖ EøÇ¨¦, ©ØöÓõßÖ 

|øPa_øÁ²nºÄ!

K#ÁÔ¯õx EøÇUQßÓ ©ÛuºPÐUS PÁø»¨ 

£kÁuØS ÷|µªÀø». B®! ÷ÁP©õP¨ £ÓUQßÓ 

÷uÜUS PÁø»¨£kÁuØS® ÷|µªÀø»; 

¤ÓøµU Põ¯¨£kzxÁuØS® ÷|µªÀø». BP÷Á 

G¨ö£õÊx® EøÇzxU öPõs÷h C¸¨£ÁºPÒ 

©QÌa]¯õP C¸¨£÷uõk B÷µõUQ¯©õPÄ® 

C¸UQÓõºPÒ. EøÇ¨¦ J¸Áøµ E¯º¢u 

{ø»US öPõsk öŒÀQÓx. EÎ£hõu PØPÒ 

]ø»¯õÁvÀø»; Ax÷£õ» EøÇ¨¤À»õu PÚÄ 

|ÚÁõÁvÀø». vmhªmk EøÇ¨£ÁºPÐUS 

`Ì{ø» ŒõuP©õP Aø©¢x Âk®. Áõ#¨¦PÒ 

AÁºPøÍz ÷ui •Põªk®. öÁØÔPÒ ÂÇõ 

Gk¨£uØS Âøµ¢xÁ¸®.

‰ßÖÂu©õÚ ©ÛuºPøÍ |øh•øÓ 

ÁõÌUøP°À Põn»õ®. AuõÁx CÖUP©õÚÁºPÒ, 

CÍUP©õÚÁºPÒ, CnUP©õÚÁºPÒ. CÖUP©õÚ 

©ÛuºPÒ ]Ôx Th |øPa_øÁ²nºÄ 

CÀ»õuÁºPÒ. CÍUP©õÚÁºPÒ G¢uÂu E¯›¯ 

÷|õUPªÀ»õuÁºPÒ. CnUP©õÚÁºPÒuõß 

GÀ»õa ̀ Ì{ø»US® Cn[Q¨ ÷£õPUTi¯ÁºPÒ. 

BÚõÀ A÷u ÷|µzvÀ u[PÐøh¯ 

C»m]¯¨£õøu°À C¸¢x Â»PõuÁºPÒ.

GÀ÷»õ¸hÝ® CnUP©õP ÁõÌÁuØS 

|øPa_øÁ²nºÄ EuÂPµ©õP C¸UQÓx. ©Ú® 

ö|QÌÁõPÄ® CnUP©õPÄ® C¸US®÷£õx 

©Ú® PÁø»PÍõÀ £õvUP¨£kÁvÀø». 

ÁõÌÂß GÀ»õ {PÌÄPÐ® J¸Á¸øh¯ 

Pmk¨£õmkUSÒÍõP öPõsk Áµ •i¯õx. 

BÚõ¾® Gvº©øÓ¯õÚ {PÌÄPøÍ²® ŒõuP©õP 

©õØÖ® vÓß |øPa_øÁ²nºÄUS Esk.

B°µzvØS® ÷©Ø£mh Psk¤i¨¦PøÍ 

C¢u E»QØSU öPõkzu ÂgbõÛ uõ©ì 

BÀÁõ Gi\Ûß B#ÄUTh® J¸•øÓ vjöµÚz 

w¨¤izx G›¢uuõ®. BÚõÀ, Gi\ß Aøu¨ £õºzxU 

PÁø»¨£hõ©À ]›zx ©QÌ¢uõµõ®. Aøu¨ £õºzu 

AøÚÁ¸®, E[PÐøh¯ Psk¤i¨¦PÒ GÀ»õ® 

G›¢x Œõ®£»õQßÓ÷u Aøu¨ £ØÔU PÁø»¨ 

£hõ©À, CÆÁõÖ ]›zx ©QÌQßÕºP÷Í GßÖ 

÷PmhuØS, AÁº “|õß öŒ#u uÁÖPÒ GÀ»õ® 

G›¢x öPõsi¸UQÓx. CÛ, uÁÔÀ»õ©À ¦zu® 

¦vuõP Gß Bµõ#a]ø¯z öuõh[S÷Áß” GßÖ 

¦ßÚøP ö£õ[P TÔÚõµõ®.

öÁØÔ°ß µP]¯® GxöÁßÓõÀ, ©õØÓ 

•i¯õuøÁPøÍ HØÖU öPõÒÁxuõß. Eøh¢u 

Â¯ºøÁz xÎPÎÀ 
öÁØÔz÷uß

]¢uøÚU PÂbº

hõUhº PÂuõŒß
C¯USÚº ©ØÖ® uø»Áº, 
©ÛuÁÍ @©®£õmkz xøÓ 
¹mì {ÖÁÚ[PÒ, @PõøÁ

A good traveler has no fixed plans, and is not intent on arriving.
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]Ø£zvØPõP J¨£õ› øÁ¨£uõÀ G¢u¨ £¯Ý® 

EshõP¨ ÷£õÁvÀø», AuØS¨ £v»õP ¦v¯ 

]Ø£zøua öŒxUP •¯» ÷Ásk®. Ph¢x ÷£õÚ 

ÁõÌUøP°À CÇ¢uÁØøÓU SÔzx Á¸¢uõ©À, 

GvºÁ¸® Põ»zøu GÆÁõÖ EøÇ¨¤ß ‰»® 

EßÚu©õÚuõP ©õØÖÁx GßÖ ]¢vUP ÷Ásk®.

|õ® GßÚ ÷Áø» öŒ#Q÷Óõ® Gß£øuÂh 

Aøu GÆÁõÖ öŒ#Q÷Óõ® Gß£xuõß 

•UQ¯®. |õ® öŒ#²® ÷Áø»ø¯ ÷|]zxa 

öŒ#²®÷£õxuõß |®•øh¯ •ÊzvÓÝ® 

öÁÎ¨£k®. öÁÖ¨¦nº÷Áõk öŒ#¯¨£k® 

÷Áø»PÒ öÁØÔø¯ öPõk¨£vÀø». 

Dk£õmkhß öŒ#²® ÷Áø»PÒ ÷uõÀÂø¯z 

öuõkÁvÀø». BP÷Á Gøua öŒ#uõ¾® Aøu 

÷|]zx •Ê©Ú Dk£õmkhß öŒ#Áøu¨ 

£ÇUP©õUQU öPõÒÐ[PÒ.

G¢u ÷Áø»ø¯²® PØ£øÚa \Uv°ß (Creative 
Skills) ‰»® ÷©®£kzu •i²®. ÁÇUP©õÚ 

÷Áø»ø¯²® GÎuõPÄ® GÈ»õPÄ® öŒ#x 

•iUP •i²®. £øh¨£õØÓ¼ß £ß•Pz÷uhÀ 

E[PÐUSÒ C¸UPmk®. ¦v¯Ú £øhUP ÷Ásk® 

GßÓ ÷uhÀuõß J¸Áøµ öÁØÔa ]PµzvØS 

AøÇzxa öŒÀQÓx. Cøuzuõß ©PõPÂ £õµv 

‘¦v¯Ú Â¸®¦’ GßÖ TÔ¨¤kQÓõº.

•¯Ø] öŒ#QÓÁºPÒ öuõhºa]¯õP 

•ß÷ÚÖQÓõºPÒ. •¯Ø]a ]ÓSPøÍ JizxU 

öPõsk, ÷Œõ®£À ¦Êv°À _¸sk £kzx 

Qh¨£ÁºPÒ, öÁÖ©÷Ú `Ì{ø»ø¯U SøÓTÔU 

öPõskÒÍõºPÒ. ̀ Ì{ø»°À Pøµ¢x ÷£õQÓÁß 

Œõuõµn ©Ûuß, `Ì{ø»ø¯U Ph¢x ÷£õQÓÁß 

ŒõuøÚ ©Ûuß. \ÁõÀPøÍU PhUPõ©À ŒõuøÚa 

]Pµ[PøÍz öuõh•i¯õx.

©QÌa]¨ §[PõÂÀ ÁõÌ|õÒ •ÊÁx® E»Á 

Â¸®¦QÓÁºPÒ, G¨ö£õÊx® Â¯ºøÁz xÎPÎÀ 

SÎzxU öPõs÷h C¸UP ÷Ásk®. uÒÎ¨ 

÷£õk® GsnzvØUS®, ÷Œõ®÷£ÔzuÚzvØS® 

J¸÷£õx® Ch® öPõkUPU Thõx. PÚÄPÒ 

ö©#¨£h ÷Ásk©õ? AuØS Esø©¯õÚ 

EøÇ¨ø£z uÂµ ÷ÁÖ ÁÈ°Àø». EøÇ¨ø£ 

÷|]UPõ©À öÁØÔ°ß Ea]USa öŒÀ»•i¯õx!

The Iron Bridge
Abraham Darby I first smelted local iron ore 
with coke made from Coalbrookdale coal in 1709, 
and in the coming decades Shropshire became a 
centre for industry due to the low price of fuel 
from local mines.  The River Severn was used as 
a key trading route, but it was also a barrier to 
travel around the deep Severn Gorge, especially 
between the then important industrial parishes 
of Broseley and Madeley, the nearest bridge 
being at Build was two miles away.  The iron bridge was therefore proposed to link the industrial town of 
Broseley with the smaller mining town of Madeley and the industrial centre of Coalbrookdale. The use of the 
river by boat traffic and the steep sides of the gorge meant that any bridge should ideally be of a single span, 
and sufficiently high to allow tall ships to pass underneath.  The steepness and instability of the banks was 
problematic for building a bridge, and there was no point where roads on opposite sides of the river converged. 

The Iron Bridge was the first of its kind be constructed, although not the first to be considered or the 
first iron bridge of any kind. An iron bridge was partly constructed at Lyons in 1755, but was abandoned for 
reasons of cost and a 72-foot-10-inch (22.2 m) span wrought iron footbridge over an ornamental waterway was 
erected in Kirklees, Yorkshire in 1769.

There will come a time when you believe everything is finished. That will be the beginning.
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If you're like many people, you may have decided that you want to spend less time staring at your phone. It's a good idea: An 
increasing body of evidence suggests that the time we spend on our smartphones is interfering with our sleep, self-esteem, 

relationships, memory, attention spans, creativity, productivity and problem-solving and decision-making skills.

But there is another reason for us to rethink our relationships with our devices. By chronically raising levels of cortisol, the 
body's main stress hormone, our phones may be threateningourhealth and shortening our lives.

Most discussions of phones' biochemical effects have focused on dopamine, a brain chemical that helps us form habits- and 
addictions. This manipulation of our dopamine systems is why many expertsbelieve that we are developing behavioural addictions 
toour phones. Butour phones effects on cortisol are potentially even more alarming. 

Cortisol is our primary fight-or-flight hormone. Its release triggers physiological changes, such as spikes in blood pressure, 
heart rate and blood sugar. These effects can be hlifesaving if you are in physical danger. But our bodies also release cortisol in 
response to stressors where an increased heart rate isn't going to do much good, such as checking your phone to findan angry email 
from your boss.

The average American spends four hours a day staring at their smartphone and keeps it within arm's reach nearly all the time.

"Your cortisol levels are elevated when your phone is in sight or nearby, or 
when you hear it or even think you hear it," said David Greenfield, Professor of 
Clinical Psychiatry at the University of Connecticut School of Medicine.

But while doing so might soothe you for a second, it may make things 
worse in the long run. Any time you check your phone, you're likely to find 
something else stressful waiting for you, leading to another spike in cortisol and 
another craving to check your phone to make your anxiety go away. This cycle, 
when continuously reinforced, leads to chronically elevated cortisol levels.

And chronically elevated cortisol levels have been tied to an increased risk 
of serious health problems, including depression, obesity, metabolic syndrome, 
Type 2 diabetes, fertility issues, high blood pressure, heartattack, dementia and 
stroke.

Putting Down 
Your Phone 

Can Help You 
Live Longer

Excess Screen Time Raises Stress 
Hormone Levels Which Can affect 

Heart Rate, Spike Blood Sugar, 
Cause High BP

Any time you check your phone, you're likely to find 
something stressful leading to craving to check your 
phone again. This cycle, when continuously reinforced, 
leads to chronically elevated cortisol levels

More Cellphones In 
World than Humans!

The world recorded more mobile phones than 
the people using it, according to the data from 
the UN International Telecommunications Union 
(ITU),	 the	World	 Bank,	 and	 the	UN.It	 estimated	
107 mobile cellular telephone subscriptions per 
100 inhabitants in 2018.

Life is really simple, but men insist on making it complicated.
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Dinakaran (30-4-19)

What the Media says?

The New Indian Express (22-4-19)

Dinamalar (27-4-19)

The Hindu (26-4-19)

Whether you be man or woman, you will never do anything in this world without courage. 
It is the greatest quality of the mind next to honor.
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Interaction with INS Agrani Officials
Sri V Krishnakumar, President and Sri D Vignesh, Vice President 
attended an Interaction with Vice Admiral Anil Kumar Chawla, AVSM, 
NM,	 VSM,	 Flag	 Officer	 Commanding-in	 Chief,	 Southern	 Naval	
Command and Commodore Rajiv Choudhary, Commanding Officer, 
INS Agrani, Coimbatore on 6th April 2019 at Chamber Towers.

Governing Council Meeting of Chamber
Sri V. Krishnakumar, President and Sri K V Karthik, Vice President 
attended	 the	 Governing	 Council	 Meeting	 of	 Indian	 Chamber	 of	
Commerce and Industry on 8th April 2019 at Chamber Towers. 

MED 20:7
Sri V. Krishnakumar, President, Sri K V Karthik, Vice President and 
Sri P Ramesh, Technical Committee Member attended the Second 
Meeting of the Solar Photo Voltaic Water Pumping Systems - MED 
20:7, on 12th April 2019 at BIS, New Delhi.

activities for the  
month of april 2019

Committee Meeting of COINDIA
Sri Mithun Ramdas, Vice President attended the Committee Meeting 
of COINDIA on 25th April 2019 at our Association.

Zonal Council Meeting of CII
Sri Mithun Ramdas, Vice President attended the Zonal Council 
Meeting of Confederation of Indian Industry, Coimbatore on 26th April 
2019 at CII, Coimbatore Office.

Points on Pre-Budget Memorandum 
Sri R Karthikeyan, Managing Committee Member attended the 
meeting organized by the Indian Chamber of Commerce and industry, 
Coimbatore to discuss the points on Pre-Budget Memorandum on 
30th April 2019 at Chamber Towers.

With every experience, you alone are painting your own canvas, thought by thought, choice by choice.

E›ø© ÷Põµ ÂÈ¨¦nºÄ CÀ»õuuõÀ öuõÈ»õÍºPÎß ¹.10 ÷Põi 

{v ÃnõÚx: 6 ©õuzvØSÒ Âsn¨¤zx ö£ØÖU öPõÒÍ»õ®
öŒßøÚ: öuõÈ»õÍºPÒ E›ø© ÷Põµõu PõµnzuõÀ Ph¢u 2 BskPÎÀ  £À÷ÁÖ {ÖÁÚ[PÒ ¹.10 ÷Põi 

{vø¯ uªÌ|õk öuõÈ»õÍº |» Áõ›¯zvØS v¸¨¤ öŒ¾zv²ÒÍÚ. Aø©¨¦ Œõº¢u {ÖÁÚ[PÎÀ £o¯õØÖ® 

öuõÈ»õÍºPÐUS ÷uøÁ¯õÚ £À÷ÁÖ |»z vmh[PøÍ öŒ¯À£kzu uªÌ|õk öuõÈ»õÍº |» Áõ›¯® 

E¸ÁõUP¨£mhx.

CvÀ £À÷ÁÖ öuõÈØŒõø»PÒ, ÁºzuP {ÖÁÚ[PÒ, EnÄ {ÖÁÚ[PÒ, ÷©õmhõº {ÖÁÚ[PÒ, ÷uõmh 

{ÖÁÚ[PÒ Ah[S®. C¢u {ÖÁÚzvÀ £o¦›²® öuõÈ»õÍºPÒ öuõÈ»õÍº |» {v¯õP Bsk JßÖUS ¹.10 

öŒ¾zu ÷Ásk®. Cøu¨ ÷£õßÖ öuõÈ»v£ºPÒ J¸ öuõÈ»õÎUS ¹.20 öŒ¾zu ÷Ásk®. Aµ_ ußÝøh¯ £[Sz 

öuøP¯õP ¹. 10 öŒ¾zx®. Cuß ‰»®  öuõÈ»õÍºPÎß SÇ¢øuPÐUS PÀÂ EuÂz öuõøP¯õP ¹.4 B°µ® •uÀ 

12 B°µ® Áøµ ÁÇ[P¨£kQÓx. v¸©n EuÂz öuõøP¯õP ¹.5 B°µ® ÁÇ[P¨£kQÓx. Cøuz uÂºzx umha_ 

©ØÖ® _¸UöPÊzx £°Ø] ÷uºÄUPõÚ Pmhn®, Â£zx ©µn® ©ØÖ® D©a\h[S EuÂz öuõøP, C¯ØøP ©µn 

EuÂz öuõøP EÒÎmh EuÂz öuõøPPÒ ÁÇ[P¨£kQßÓÚ.

öuõÈ»õÍº |» Áõ›¯zv¼¸¢x uÚx ©Pß AÀ»x ©PÒ PÀÂ AÀ»x v¸©nzxUS EuÂ ÷Pmk {ÖÁÚzvß 

‰»® Âsn¨¤¨£x ÁÇUP®. BÚõÀ £» öuõÈ»õÍºPÒ Âsn¨¤zu ¤ÓS £À÷ÁÖ {ÖÁÚ[PÐUS ©õÔ 

ÂkQßÓÚº. Auß ¤ÓS A¢u |»zvmhzøu HØPÚ÷Á Âsn¨¤zu {ÖÁÚzvÀ C¸¢x Áõ[QU öPõÒÍ ÷Ásk®.

BÚõÀ, Cx £ØÔ¯ ÷£õv¯ ÂÈ¨¦nºÄ CÀ»õu Põµn® ©ØÖ® {ÖÁÚ[PÒ öuõÈ»õÍº |»zvmh® SÔzx 

AÁºPÎh® Gkzx TÓ ÷Ásk®. BÚõÀ ̄ õ¸® Aøu ]µzøu Gkzx öuõÈ»õÎPÐUS Áõ[Qa öŒÀ» öŒõÀÁvÀø». 

CuÚõÀ öuõÈ»õÍºPÐUS A¢u {v Á¢u÷u öu›¯õ©À ÷£õ#ÂkQÓx.

A¨£i E›ø© ÷Põµ¨£hõu öuõøP öuõÈ»õÍº |» Áõ›¯zvØS v¸¨¤ ÃnõP AÝ¨¤ øÁUP¨£kQÓx. Cuß£i 

Ph¢u 2 BskPÎÀ ¹.10 ÷Põi |» Áõ›¯zvØS v¸¨¤ AÝ¨£¨£mkÒÍx.

Ph¢u 2016&2017® {v BsiÀ 389 {ÖÁÚ[PÎhª¸¢x 3 ÷Põi÷¯ 97 »m\zx 85 B°µzx 427 ¹£õ# |» 

Áõ›¯zvØS v¸¨¤ öŒ¾zu¨£mkÒÍx.

Cøu¨ ÷£õßÖ 2017&2018® {v BsiÀ 477 {ÖÁÚ[PÎhª¸¢x ¹. 6 ÷Põi÷¯ 44 »m\zx 62 B°µzx 924 

÷Põi |» Áõ›¯zvØS v¸¨¤ AÝ¨£¨£mkÒÍx. Cuß£i £õºzuõÀ Ph¢u 2 BskPÎÀ 10 ÷Põi÷¯ 42 »m\zx 48 

B°µzx 351 ÷Põi {v v¸¨¤ öŒ¾zu¨£mkÒÍx.

C¢{ø»°À Cxöuõhº£õÚ uPÁÀPÒ ©ØÖ® öuõÈ»õÍºPÎß ö£¯º ©ØÖ® AÁºPÐUS ÷Œµ ÷Ási¯ öuõøP 

EÒÎmh uPÁÀPøÍ \®£¢u£mh {ÖÁÚ® ©ØÖ® öuõÈØŒõø»°ß AÔÂ¨¦ £»øP°À Jmh ÷Ásk® GßÖ 

öuõÈ»õÍº |»zxøÓ EzuµÂmkÒÍx. Cuß ‰»® öuõÈ»õÍºPÒ u[PÎß ö£¯›À HuõÁx E›ø© ÷Põµõu öuõøP 

EÒÍuõ Gß£øu \›£õºzx öPõÒÍ»õ®.

|ßÔ : vÚPµß






